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Welcome to the Higher Education Rights Guide January - June 2019
This catalogue features some of our newest books available for translation, introducing you to
the broad selection of titles we have available. If you are interested in any of the titles featured
in our Rights Guide, please contact us at the email address below. Provided that the appropriate
language rights are available, we will be pleased to send you reading copies to review.
We look forward to working with you,
Higher Education Rights Team
yy Web: www.macmillanihe.com
yy Email: booktranslations@springernature.com
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Asian Business and Management
Theory, Practice and Perspectives
3rd Edition
H. Hasegawa, The University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK; M. A. Witt, Department of Economic
and Political Science, INSEAD, Singapore, Singapore

About the book
The third edition of this core textbook, edited and contributed to by recognised international
authorities on the subject, outlines the critical contextual and theoretical issues of business and
management in Asia and offers a fresh, topical analysis of management in the major Asian nations.
Featuring an accessible two-part structure and updated with the latest research, the book will
enable students to assess Asian management systems and the strategies adopted by corporations
and governments. The text’s thought-provoking teaching and learning tools guide students
through a number of the key topics in the field, including globalization, regionalism, corporate
social responsibility, ethics, ecological issues, industrial relations and sustainability. This is an ideal
textbook for upper-level undergraduates and MBA students studying modules in Asian Business
and Management. In addition, it is an essential text for managers and executives seeking a more
realistic understanding of business and management in Asia as an evolving adaptive system.

ISBN
978-1-352-00742-8

yy Edited by the leading authorities in the field and with
contributions from over fifteen international experts
yy Extensive companion website featuring lecture slides, teaching notes
and all new chapter summary videos by Michael A. Witt

Price
£ 48,99 | € 55,99

yy New case studies accompanying every country covered in the book

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy An engaging pedagogical framework consisting of chapter outlines
and objectives, chapter summaries, review and discussion questions,
learning activities web links, references and further reading

Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
September 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
265 pp
Dimensions
193 x 260 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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yy Up-to-date coverage of key contemporary issues, including AI and
robotisation, and developments in the US and Chinese economies

Table of contents
PART 1 ASIAN BUSINESS SYSTEMS: MAJOR ISSUES.- 1. The Idea of a Business System (Gordon
Redding).- 2. Asian Culture and Business Systems (Gordon Redding).- 3. Corporate Governance
in Asia (Richard Carney and Krislert Samphantharak).- 4. Human Resource Management in Asia
(Rosalie L. Tung).- 5. Technology Development in Asia (Leonard Lynn).- 6. Family Business Groups
(Chi-Nien Chung and Marleen Dieleman).- 7. Mulitnational Enterprises in Asia (Axele Giroud).- 8.
Regionalism and Production Networks in Asia (Andrew Staples and Chie Iguchi).- 9. ESG Policies
and Practices in Asia (Philippe Debroux). PART 2 VARIETIES OF BUSINESS SYSTEMS IN ASIA.- 10.
The Business System of China (Michael A. Witt).- 11. The Business System of India (Zaad Mahmood
and Lawrence Saez).- 12. The Business System of Indonesia (Edo Buckingham).- 13. The Business
System of Japan (Michael A. Witt).- 14. The Business System of Korea (Martin Hemmert).- 15.
The Business System of Malaysia (Axele Giroud).- 16. The Business System of Singapore (Tony
Garrett).- 17. The Business System of Vietnam (Nguyen Thi Tuyet Mai and Mai The Cuong).

About the author
HARUKIYO HASEGAWA is an Emeritus Professor of Asian Business at the University of
Sheffield, UK and Founding Editor of the Springer journal Asian Business & Management .
MICHAEL A. WITT is Associate Professor of International Business at INSEAD. He is an
Associate in Research at Harvard’s Reischauer Institute

Business and Management
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Business Analytics
A Management Approach
R. Vidgen, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia; S. N. Kirshner, University
of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia; F. Tan, University of New South Wales, Sydney,
NSW, Australia

About the book
This exciting new textbook offers an accessible, business-focused overview of the key theoretical
concepts underpinning modern data analytics. It provides engaging and practical advice on using the
key software tools, including SAS Visual Analytics, R and DataRobot, that are used in organisations
to help make effective data-driven decisions. Combining theory with hands-on practical examples,
this essential text includes cutting edge coverage of new areas of interest including social media
analytics, design thinking and the ethical implications of using big data. A wealth of learning features
including exercises, cases, online resources and data sets help students to develop analytic problemsolving skills. With its management perspective on analytics and its coverage of a range of popular
software tools, this is an ideal essential text for upper-level undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA
students. It is also ideal for practitioners wanting to understand the broader organisational context
of big data analysis and to engage critically with the tools and techniques of business analytics.
yy Written specifically for the needs of business students

ISBN
978-1-352-00725-1
Price
£ 44,99 | € 50,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
September 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
441 pp
Dimensions
193 x 260 mm

yy Combines accessible theoretical coverage with hands-on practical experience
yy Includes coverage of business analysis software including
SAS Visual Analytics, DataRobot and R
yy Includes up to date coverage of important contemporary topics, including
social media analytics, design thinking and the ethics of using big data
yy Incorporates a range of learning features including exercises, cases, video and online
resources to provide a springboard for further study and help student engagement
yy Helps students to develop analytic problem-solving skills

Table of contents
Introduction.- Business Analytics Development.- Data and Information.- Data Exploration.Clustering and Segmentation.- Multiple Linear Regression.- Classification and Regression Trees
(CART).- Visualization and Communication.- Automated Machine Learning.- R.- Working
with Unstructured Data.- Social Networks.- Business Analytics Methodology.- Design and
Agile Thinking.- Ethical Aspects.- Appendix A: Dataset Descriptions.- Appendix B: GoGet
Case Study.- Appendix C: Business Analytics Capability Assessment (BACA) Survey.

About the author
RICHARD VIDGEN is Professor of Business Analytics at the University of New South Wales
Business School, Australia and Emeritus Professor of Systems Thinking at the University of
Hull, UK.; SAM KIRSHNER is a Senior Lecturer in Operations Management and Business
Analytics at the University of New South Wales Business School, Australia.; FELIX TAN is
a Senior Lecturer in Information Systems at the University of New South Wales Business
School, Australia.

Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Business and Management
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Business Information Systems
3rd Edition
P. Beynon-Davies, Cardiff University, UK

About the book
This textbook offers students a systematic guide to how information systems underpin
organisational activity in today’s global information society, covering everything from ICT
infrastructure and the digital environment to electronic marketing, mobile commerce and design
thinking. While academically rigorous and underpinned by the author’s deep knowledge of
the subject, an engaging writing style combined with extensive pedagogical features, cases and
innovative examples from around the world ensure that the text remains accessible to those
approaching the topic for the first time. Taking an approach that views businesses as complex
systems, the book illustrates how valuable systems thinking can be in our everyday working lives,
while theoretical ideas are always supported by examples of their application in the real world.
This text is the ideal course companion for all students studying business information systems
or management information systems modules at undergraduate, postgraduate or MBA level.
yy Case studies from around the globe now embedded within each chapter, covering
organisations such as Alibaba and Uber, and key issues ranging from cyberwarfare and
data security to open source software and digital innovation in the music industry.

ISBN
978-1-352-00738-1

yy Extensive pedagogical features, including Reflect, Recap and Did you Know boxes
throughout every chapter, alongside learning outcomes, an on-page glossary, review
test questions, students exercises and projects, lists of further reading, and a new
selection of cases from the Journal of Information Technology Teaching Cases.

Price
£ 54,99 | € 62,99

yy A companion website including extra case studies, further readings and
weblinks, as well as mindmaps, modelling exercises, PowerPoint slides, and a
careers zone featuring video interviews with professionals in the field.

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy New coverage of key contemporary topics, including big data, analytics, cloud computing,
the internet of things, blockchain and bitcoin, green IS, ethics, and cyber security.

Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
467 pp
Dimensions
210 x 279 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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yy Brand new chapters on Mobile Commerce and Social Media,
and Designing Digital Organisation (design thinking).
yy A revised concluding chapter considering contemporary technological
trends, as well as reflections and predictions for future innovations.

Table of contents
1. Introduction: The domain of business information systems.- 2. Systems of
organisation.- 3. Data and information.- 4. The infrastructure of organisation.- 5. ICT
infrastructure.- 6. The digital environment.- 7. Digital business.- 8. Electronic marketing,
procurement and government.- 9. Mobile commerce and social media.- 10. Designing
digital organisation.- 11. Digital strategy and digital innovation.- 12. Managing and
operating digital infrastructure.- 13. The changing nature of digital infrastructure.

About the author
Paul Beynon-Davies is Professor of Organisational Informatics at Cardiff Business School,
Cardiff University, UK. Prior to academia, he worked in the UK Informatics industry for a
number of years, and has since published widely in the fields of Business Information Systems,
Electronic Business and Business Analysis, including a number of other textbooks with us
such as eBusiness, and he is currently writing a new text on Business Analysis. He is highly
regarded among lecturers in the field, especially in the UK and Europe.

Business and Management
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Critical Issues in Human
Resource Management
Contemporary Perspectives
2nd Edition
I. Roper, Middlesex University, London, UK; R. Prouska, London South Bank University,
London, UK; U. Chatrakul Na Ayudhya, Birkbeck, University of London, London, UK

About the book

ISBN
978-1-137-60541-2
Price
£ 46,99 | € 53,99

By problematising core HR topics and presenting significant new developments in the field, this
engaging textbook will enable students to develop a nuanced and critical approach to HRM.
It integrates students’ understanding of the key operational aspects of HRM with the wider
institutional, social, political and economic contexts in which they occur, covering important
and emerging topics such as intersectionality, wellbeing, international migration, globalisation
and corporate governance. Theoretically-rigorous and rich in pedagogy, this textbook will hone
students’ critical thinking skills, allowing them to confront higher level problems faced in HR
and deal with complex real-world HR situations. A range of topical international case studies
– ranging from iPhone factories in China to contemporary US politics – places HR issues in a
comparative, global context. This is an essential textbook for upper-undergraduate, postgraduate
and MBA students studying contemporary or critical issues in HRM. It can also be used as a
supplementary text by those wanting to deepen their knowledge of HRM and by practitioners
keen to understand how core HRM topics intersect with wider contemporary and global issues.
yy Explores mainstream HRM topics, themes and issues in from a critical perspective
yy Examines important HR challenges in a range of sectors
and settings, from multinationals to SMEs

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy Takes a comparative global approach, with real-world case
studies from China, Greece, Japan, UK, US, Germany

Imprint
Red Globe Press

yy Up-to-date coverage of significant new developments in the field

Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
363 pp
Dimensions
193 x 260 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Business and Management

yy Engaging pedagogy and online resources develop students’ critical thinking abilities

Table of contents
Chapter 1: Introduction.- Chapter 2: Corporate Governance and HRM.- Chapter 3: Global
Political Economy and HRM within Global Turbulence.- Chapter 4: Politics, the Regulatory
Environment and HRM.- Chapter 5: International Migration, Labour Mobility and HRM.- Chapter
6: The Nature, Efficacy and Realisation of HR Strategy.- Chapter 7: Critical Perspectives on
the HR Professional as Internal Consultant.- Chapter 8: Globalisation, HRM and the Case of
Offshoring.- Chapter 9: Employment Relations, International Framework Agreements and Global
Unions.- Chapter 10: Critically Exploring the HRM Performance Link.- Chapter 11: Critical Issues
in Learning and Development.- Chapter 12: Leadership from a Critical Perspective.- Chapter
13: Critical Issues in Reward Management.- Chapter 14: Equality, Diversity and Intersectionality
in the Workplace.- Chapter 15: Wellbeing and Resilience in the Workplace.- Chapter 16:
Comparing Universalists, Culturalists and Institutionalists in International HRM.- Chapter 17:
Multinational Enterprises and HRM.- Chapter 18: HRM in Small and Medium Sized Enterprises.

About the author
Ian Roper is Associate Professor of Human Resource Management at Middlesex University.
He is a member of the British Sociological Association and an Academic Member of
the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development. He is an editor for the journal
Work, Employment and Society .; Rea Prouska is Associate Professor of Human Resource
Management at London South Bank University. She is an Academic Member of the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development.; Uracha Chatrakul Na Ayudhya is Lecturer in
Organizational Psychology at Birkbeck, University of London. She is an Academic Member of
the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development and an editor of Work, Employment
and Society.
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Digital Organizing
Revisiting Central Themes in Organization Studies
U. Plesner, Copenhagen Business School, Frederiksberg C, Denmark; E. Husted, Copenhagen
Business School, Copenhagen K, Denmark

About the book
This important new textbook offers a lively and topical discussion of how digital technologies
impact various aspects of organizations, such as structure, knowledge, collaboration,
communication, identity, legitimacy and power. Taking a critical and nuanced approach, this
engaging textbook introduces readers to central themes in organization studies and reflects on
how changes brought about by digitalization have important implications for private, public and
voluntary organizations, and on practical disciples such as strategy, management, innovation
and entrepreneurship. Contemporary case studies drawn from a wide range of international
organizations demonstrate the real-world relationship between digital technologies and organizing.
This is an essential textbook for final year undergraduates, postgraduates and MBA students taking
a module in technology and organization. It is also suitable for any student of organizational studies
wanting to understand more about the role that the digital plays in contemporary organizing.
yy The first textbook to explore this dynamic and important topic
yy Grounded in cutting edge research

ISBN
978-1-137-60491-0
Price
£ 42,99 | € 49,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy Considers the relationship between classical theories in
organization studies and more contemporary concepts
yy Accessible and practical case studies link theory and practice
yy Allows students to develop a vocabulary for speaking about
digitalization from an organizational perspective

Table of contents

Main Discipline
Business and Management

Introduction.- PART I: FOUNDATIONS.- 1. Technology and Organization Studies.2. Digital Technologies.- 3. Revisiting Themes in Organization Studies.- PART II:
THEMES IN ORGANIZATION STUDIES.- 4. Structure/Infrastructure.- 5. Knowledge/
Datafication.- 6. Collaboration/Co-creation.- 7. Communication/Interactivity.- 8. Identity/
Curation.- 9. Legitimacy/Transparency.- 10. Power/Empowerment.- PART III: DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES AND ORGANIZATIONS.- 11. Implications for Private Organizations.12. Implications for Public Organizations.- 13. Implications for Voluntary Organizations.

Publication Date
November 2019

About the author

Imprint
Red Globe Press

Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
298 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Ursula Plesner is an associate professor at the Department of Organization, Copenhagen
Business School. Most of her work examines the relationship between digital technologies
and organization in different sectors and industries. She uses her research-based insights
in executive teaching focusing primarily on how to organize and manage work around
digital technologies. Her work has appeared in journals such as Organization and Strategic
Organization. Her work on journalism and digitization has been published in Journalism and
in Journal of Organizational Change Management.; Emil Husted is an assistant professor at
the Department of Management, Politics and Philosophy at Copenhagen Business School
(CBS). He is the author of articles and book chapters on the organization of political parties
and social movements. His work has appeared in journals such as Organization, Culture and
Organization, The Information Society, and ephemera. Emil teaches on the intersection of
politics, organization, and digital technology, and he frequently appears in public debates as an
expert on the internal dynamics of political parties.

Business and Management
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Effective Management
Developing yourself, others and organizations
D. Sternad, Fachhochschule Kärnten Wirtschaft & Management, Villach, Austria

About the book
This brand new textbook has been designed to help your students to acquire or enhance their
abilities in leading and developing themselves, others and organizations. Grounded in the findings of
both classic and recent management and leadership research, it translates the theory into rigorous
yet practical advice so that students will have the skills to manage effectively and sustainably.
The book takes an innovative learner-centric approach, structured around different levels of
management from individual effectiveness, through to interpersonal effectiveness, and then team
and organizational effectiveness. With a global focus, lively writing style and an eye on current
and future developments, it provides a succinct, accessible and engaging look at what it means
to be a manager. Thanks to its extensive features from thought-provoking questions to global
case studies, this textbook will provide you with all the necessary tools to run an introductory
management course which prepares students for the managerial challenges of the 21st century.
yy This learner-centric and highly practice-oriented textbook takes an
integrated rather than a functional perspective and puts a strong emphasis
on both the leadership and the entrepreneurial role of the manager

ISBN
978-1-352-00729-9

yy It covers the main managerial challenges and presents concepts and tools for mastering
them, hence the book and accompanying website can be seen as a manager’s ‘toolbox‘
yy It includes a diversity of cases and illustrative examples from
a range of organizations, industries and countries

Price
£ 49,99 | € 57,99

yy It includes state-of-the-art findings from research, but presents them accessibly
and always with an eye on what they mean for managerial practice

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy It covers issues that are important for managers today, including digital
strategy, artificial intelligence, data analytics and decision-support systems,
managing global virtual teams, diversity management, and dealing with
different ethical standards in a globalized business environment

Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
446 pp
Dimensions
193 x 260 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Business and Management

Table of contents
PART 1: ENHANCING PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS.- 1. The manager’s role and
responsibility.- 2. Managing and developing yourself.- PART 2: ENHANCING INTERPERSONAL
EFFECTIVENESS.- 3. Leading and developing others.- 4. Working in teams.- 5. Managing
diversity across cultures.- PART 3: ENHANCING ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS.6. Effective decision-making.- 7. Managing strategy.- 8. The execution challenge.- PART
4: ENHANCING ORGANIZATIONAL SUCCESS.- 9. Achieving results.- 10. The
entrepreneurial manager.- APPENDIX: A very brief history of effective management.

About the author
Dr. Dietmar Sternad is Professor of International Management and Program Director of the
International Business Management masterʼs at Carinthia University of Applied Sciences /
Fachhochschule Kärnten (Austria). Dietmar teaches several management and leadershiprelated subjects at undergraduate, graduate, and executive level. He has also given lectures
at universities and business schools in Belgium, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Poland and
Slovenia, is an alumnus of the IMTA (CEEMAN) and GloColl (Harvard Business School)
management teachersʼ programs, and has received several national and international awards
for creating case-based teaching materials (e.g. from the Academy of Management and
Emerald Publishing) and for teaching quality (he was the first management professor ever
to receive the Austrian State Prize for Teaching Excellence “ Ars docendi ”).; In his prior
managerial career, Dietmar was Managing Director and Publisher of one of Austriaʼs leading
trade book publishing groups and the CEO of Sloveniaʼs highest-circulation daily newspaper.
He also contributed to the founding of a market-leading cooking website. He is a strategy
consultant and has developed and led several in-house executive leadership education
programs for multinational enterprises.
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Managing Digital Innovation
A Knowledge Perspective
S. Newell, University of Warwick, BRIGHTON; J. Morton, University of Leeds, Leeds,
UK; M. Marabelli, Bentley University, Waltham, MA, USA; R. Galliers, Bentley University,
Waltham, MA, USA

About the book
This cutting-edge new textbook examines how effective knowledge management can make
organizations more innovative. Blending an extensive body of international research and analysis
with examples of practical implementation, it demonstrates how organizational structures and
strategies combined with digital technologies can better foster innovation. Critically rigorous and
full of engaging pedagogy, this accessible textbook will enable readers to understand the complexity
of innovation processes and the opportunities and challenges that face managers as they exploit new
technologies to produce value. Contemporary case studies based on the authors’ original research
and focused on international organizations from a range of industries demonstrate the applicability
of key theories and concepts to real-world practical opportunities. This is essential textbook
for upper undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA students studying knowledge management and
innovation. It is also suitable for any student of organisation studies wanting to understand more
about the role that the digital has to play in fostering innovation and managing knowledge.

ISBN
978-1-137-43429-6
Price
£ 42,99 | € 49,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy World-renowned authors
yy Strong pedagogy to show theoretical concepts in action
yy Real case studies
yy Based on authors’ original research
yy Links to popular topics including systems (organisational
and technological), innovation and knowledge

Table of contents

Main Discipline
Business and Management

1. The Changing Context of Work: Implications for Knowledge and Work.- 2. The
Innovation Process.- 3. Organising for Innovation.- 4.- Strategising for Innovation.- 5.
Projects and Teaming.- 6. Project Liminality and Open Innovation.- 7.- The Role of Objects
in Organising for Innovation.- 8. Explicit Connectivity, Knowledge, and Innovation.- 9.
Opportunities and Challenges for Innovation related to Implicitly Connectivity.- 10.
The Future of Innovation: The Role of Responsible and Frugal Innovation.

Publication Date
November 2019

About the author

Imprint
Red Globe Press

Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
246 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Sue Newell is professor of Information Systems and Management at Warwick Business School
and Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programmes. She is one of the founding members
of ikon, a research centre based at Warwick University. Sue has published over 100 journal
articles in the disciplines of information systems, organization studies and management,
as well as numerous books and book chapters.; Marco Marabelli is an Associate Professor
at Bentley University (USA)where he teaches business process management and business
analytics courses in undergraduate and MBA programmes. His research spans across the
fields of organizational studies, information systems and communication. His research has
been published in top journals and conference proceedings in his field.; Robert D. Galliers
is the University Distinguished Professor Emeritus, formerly Provost, at Bentley University,
USA and Honorary Visiting Professor at Loughborough University in the UK. Formerly,
he was Professor of Information Systems at the London School of Economics, Dean of
Warwick Business School, both in the UK, and Head of the School of Information Systems
at Curtin University in Australia.; Josh Morton is the University Distinguished Professor
Emeritus, formerly Provost, at Bentley University, USA and Honorary Visiting Professor at
Loughborough University in the UK. Formerly, he was Professor of Information Systems at
the London School of Economics, Dean of Warwick Business School, both in the UK, and
Head of the School of Information Systems at Curtin University in Australia.
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Service Operations Management
A Strategic Perspective
J. McManus, Staffordshire University, Newark, UK; M. Winroth, Chalmers University of
Technology, Göteborg, Sweden; J. Angelis, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden

About the book
This engaging and accessible textbook explores the challenges and complexities of managing
operations in a service industry setting. Comprehensive in scope, this textbook considers key
concepts from strategy and operations management from a global services perspective and
integrates traditional theory with cutting-edge contemporary examples. Taking a student-centred
approach, it gives the reader a solid understanding of the key issues faced by contemporary
service organisations, from managing and reviewing risk to managing supplier relationships. Rich
pedagogy, integrated online resources and relevant international case studies develop strategic
thinking skills and equip students with the essential tools and techniques needed to plan, design,
manage and control operations in diverse service industry contexts. This is an ideal textbook for
students of service operations management at undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA level.
yy Globally relevant, with examples from around the world
yy Underpinned by a robust learning framework
yy Takes a strategic approach that encourages critical thinking and problem solving

ISBN
978-1-137-60924-3
Price
£ 47,99 | € 54,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
466 pp
Dimensions
193 x 260 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Business and Management

yy Contains a wealth of international cases from private, public and not-for-profit sectors
yy Includes valuable insights into employability and skills in operations management
yy Enables students to understand the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the topic

Table of contents
Preface.- 1. Introducing Service Management and Strategic Development.- 2. Linking
Service Management and Strategic Development.- 3. Linking Service Management, Strategic
Implementation, Assessment and Review.- 4. Designing Service and Operational Processes.5. Contemporary Service and Operational Processes.- 6. Capacity, Demand Planning,
Forecasting and Yield Management.- 7. Supply Chains, Logistics and Inventory Management.8. Service Operations and Quality Management.- 9. Procurement within Operations and
Service Management.- 10. Decision Support Systems (DSS): Their Application and Use in
Services.- 11. Continual Service Improvement and Knowledge Transfer.- Epilogue.

About the author
John McManus is an operations management consultant and former Lecturer in business
at Staffordshire University, UK. He has experience both in academia and industry. He is
currently on the editorial boards of a number of journals, including the South Asian Journal of
Business Research.; Mats Winroth is a Professor of Technology Management and Economics
at Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden. He has an industrial background in product
development and industrial engineering.; Jannis Angelis is a Docent in Operations Strategy
in the Department of Industrial Economics and Management at KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, Sweden. He has a background in venture capital, management consultancy
and working for the United Nations. He has received four teaching and eight international
research awards.
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Technology Strategy

N. Walton, Coventry, UK; N. Pyper, COVENTRY, UK

About the book
This dynamic and beautifully written textbook takes a modern and innovative approach to
strategy by placing technology at its heart, bridging the gap between general strategy texts and
specialist technology and innovation literature. It addresses the challenges and opportunities
presented to organisations by disruptive technological change and takes into account the navigation
of uncertain business environments. In addition to examining more established concepts and
theories, the text also explores new disruptive business models and non-traditional approaches
to strategy development such as effectuation, the Business Model Canvas and prediction
logic. This comprehensive and critical approach is supported by a rich assortment of practical
examples and cases drawn from different sectors and a range of exciting companies from all
over the world, helping students and practitioners to apply theory to practice. This will be an
essential core text for modules on technology strategy and innovation at upper undergraduate,
postgraduate and MBA levels, and invaluable reading for senior executives and aspiring managers
who seek to understand how to implement strategy in a volatile disruptive environment.
yy Bridges the gap between general strategy texts and specialist technology
and innovation literature to enable students to understand how to
formulate and implement strategy within the new digital landscape.

ISBN
978-1-137-60534-4
Price
£ 39,99 | € 45,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Business and Management
Publication Date
September 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
323 pp
Dimensions
168 x 240 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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yy Takes a highly modern and topical approach, with strong coverage of
cutting edge industry developments such as big data and AI.
yy Critical and comprehensive, looking at both new and established theories
and models for managing technological change, with strong explanations and
helpful examples of how these can be applied in the business context.
yy Includes a wealth of global, up-to-date case studies and examples from a wide
range of organisations and sectors which will help students to understand how
technology strategy is being implemented in organisations around the world.
yy Supported by a suite of pedagogical features including learning objectives,
case study questions, self-study questions and further reading in each
chapter, and a glossary of terms at the end of the book.
yy Comprehensive website with practitioner videos, a MCQ bank, additional case
studies, chapter summaries, PowerPoint slides and useful web links .

Table of contents
1. Introduction.- 2. Technology Change and the Relevance of Strategy in the 21st Century.3. The Strategy Process in Chaotic and Complex Environments.- 4. Data, Information,
Knowledge and Innovation: The New Source of Competitive Advantage.- 5. Strategic
Choices in Converging Industries Driven by New Technologies.- 6. The Rise of the Platform
Ecosystem Company.- 7. Dynamic Resources and Capabilities—the Innovation Advantage
of a Two-Sided Business Model over a One-Sided Firm.- 8. Business Model Innovation.9. Open Innovation—Reinventing the Way We Innovate.- 10. Dealing with Uncertain
Business Environments: Strategic Foresight and Scenario Analysis.- 11. Entrepreneurial
Architecture and High Innovation Environments.- 12. Born Global Firms: The Changing
Nature of International Business.- 13. Where Next for Strategy?.- 14. Conclusion

About the author
Nigel Walton is Lecturer in Business Strategy at the University of Coventry, UK and
Associate Lecturer at the Open University Business School, UK. Prior to this, he was Senior
Lecturer for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the University of Worcester, UK, where
he worked for eighteen years. Prior to entering academia, Nigel had been a management
consultant for over ten years. Nigel recently completed his PhD on Business Model
Innovation and the Internet as an Ecosystem—the research and literature review he has
conducted for this has directly benefited Technology Strategy.; Neil Pyper is Senior Lecturer
and Associate Head of School - Enterprise and Commercial in the School of Strategy and
Leadership at Coventry University. He is a specialist in international business strategy, and
is especially interested in emerging markets. He has a strong interest in business school
pedagogy and is a Senior Fellow of the Higher Education Academy.
Business and Management
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Directors’ Theatre
2nd Edition
P. M. Boenisch, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK; D. Williams, Frome, UK; D. Bradby,
Northrepps Cromer, UK (Eds.)

About the book
This extended new edition of a seminal text marks the 30th anniversary of the original book’s
major intervention in the discipline. Bradby and William’s field-defining book introduced the
continental-European approach to directing, recognising the work of the modern stage director
as an artist in his or her own right for the first time. Now edited by Peter M. Boenisch in
collaboration with David Williams, this new edition includes an additional four chapters by leading
contemporary experts on theatre direction. Covering recent practices and developments, as well
as new trends in the academic research on directing, Directors’ Theatre interrogates working
ethics and performance aesthetics, directors’ work with actors as a central creative source and
their responses to the ongoing reassessment of theatre’s role and function in contemporary
culture. This long-awaited reissue will make a classic, authoritative study on directors and
directing accessible to a new generation of students, scholars and artists. It is essential reading
for undergraduate and postgraduate students of Theatre, Performance Studies and Directing.

ISBN
978-1-352-00794-7
Price
£ 24,99 | € 29,99

yy A new edition of a classic textbook that represented a major intervention in the field of
directing in theatre and performance studies and coined the term ‘directors’ theatre‘
yy In-depth studies of major theatre directors of the twentieth century
yy A key theatre-historical document, based on the authors’ detailed first-hand
observations of these artists’ productions during the 1970s and 1980s
yy Leading twenty-first century researchers complement,
respond to and extend the original study

Series
Modern Dramatists

yy Includes four new chapters written by leading contemporary experts
on theatre direction: Patrice Pavis, Katalin Trencsényi, the research
team of Luk Van den Dries, and Duška Radosavljević

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy New chapters discuss recent approaches and developments in theatre
directing as well as research on directing, including artists such as Luk
Perceval, Daniel Jeanneteau, Improbable and Ivo van Hove, while also
introducing the development of theatre direction in Eastern Europe

Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Cultural and Media Studies
Publication Date
August 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
320 pp
Dimensions
148 x 210 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Cultural and Media Studies

Table of contents
Preface: ‘Enthusiasm and conversation’ (David Williams).- Introduction: ‘Directors’ Theatre - 30
years on’ (Peter M. Boenisch).- Part I: Directors’ Theatre (David Bradby and David Williams).- 1.
The Rise of the Director.- 2. Joan Littlewood.- 3. Roger Planchon.- 4. Ariane Mnouchkine.- 5. Jerzy
Grotowski.- 6. Peter Brook.- 7. Peter Stein.- 8. Robert Wilson.- Part II: ‘Directors’ Theatre’ – 30
years on: Perspectives and Horizons.- 9. Directors’ theatre in Eastern Europe, 1945 – 2018: A
survey of some trajectories (Katalin Trencsényi).- 10. Dis/playing Direction: ‘Genetic Research’ as
new approach in directors’ studies (Edith Cassiers, Timmy De Laet, Luk Van den Dries).- 11. Beyond
‘directors’ theatre‘: Global(ised) mise en scène in the twenty-first century (Patrice Pavis).- 12. The
Heterarchical Director: A model of authorship for the twenty-first century (Duška Radosavljević).

About the author
David Bradby (1942 – 2011) was Emeritus Professor of Drama and Theatre Studies at Royal
Holloway, University of London. He was the UK’s leading specialist in modern French theatre,
and a prolific translator of French playwrights and theatre-makers, including Michel Vinaver,
Bernard-Marie Koltès, and Jacques Lecoq.; David Williams was Professor of Performance
Practices in the Department of Drama, Theatre and Dance at Royal Holloway, University
of London, until his retirement in 2016. He published on the work of Peter Brook, Ariane
Mnouchkine, and Theatre de Complicité, and he is also a director, performer, and a longterm dramaturg with British performance duo Lone Twin.; Peter M. Boenisch, originally
from Germany, is Professor of Dramaturgy at Aarhus University, Denmark, and Professor of
European Theatre at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, University of London.
His research areas are the fields of theatre directing, dramaturgy, and contemporary dance.
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Embodying the Dead
Writing, Playing, Performing
C. Hind, York St John University, York, UK; G. Winters, ILKLEY, UK

About the book
Where do we find the dead? Do the dead appear in our dreams? What is it like to play dead?
This book is an exciting exploration of the relationship between death and play in performance.
Exploring a range of artists and creative disciplines that remember, personify and re-imagine the
dead, it also draws significantly on the authors’ collaborative practice. Spanning an eight-year
period of writing, playing and performing in international contexts, the work of Gary Winters and
Claire Hind is a unique braid of visual performance, theatre and textual dramaturgy. Embodying
the Dead includes scripts and scores of their performances, original creative texts, interviews with
internationally renowned artists and a series of practice-led research tasks to support readers
creating their own imaginative performance work. Rich in creative and critical content, this book is
ideal for students of Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies with an interest in devised theatre.
yy Draws upon a wide range of contemporary artists working in the
field of performance, live art, visual choreography and film
yy Includes interviews with renowned artists

ISBN
978-1-137-60291-6
Price
£ 22,99 | € 26,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Cultural and Media Studies
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
202 pp

yy Contains exercises which encourage students to develop as
writers, actors, performers and theatre-makers
yy Combines practice and theory, offering an insight into practice-led research

Table of contents
Introduction: The Dead Rejoice.- The Dead Psychoanalyst.- The Dead Play.- The Dead
Ghost.- The Dead Sleep.- The Dead Balladeer.- The Dead Karaoke.- The Dead Preserved.

About the author
Claire Hind is an Associate Professor in Theatre and Performance at York St John University,
UK, where she teaches Drama, leads on the MA and supervises PhD researchers. Claire has a
PhD in performance making from the University of Leeds, UK, and practices as a performer,
creative writer and dramaturge. She has been a guest tutor at the Norwegian Theatre
Academy, the School of the Arts Institute Chicago and the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro. Claire’s collaborative intermedia practice with the artist Gary Winters tours locally
and internationally under the name ‘Gary and Claire’ offering a range of diverse performance
and audience experiences.; Gary Winters has over 20 years’ experience of creating and
presenting cross-artform projects nationally and internationally. Predominantly working in live
art and public engagement he is Co-Artistic Director of the celebrated company Lone Twin.
In addition to the work with Claire Hind, he has collaborated with various contemporary
performance makers and teaches in this field; and in 2018 began a series of projects with his
family.

Dimensions
148 x 210 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Television Performance

J. Walters, University of Birmingham, Loughborough, UK; L. Fife Donaldson, University of St
Andrews, St Andrews, UK (Eds.)

About the book
This innovative and timely collection offers a wide-reaching critical evaluation of performance
in television, mapping out key conventions, practices and concerns while introducing
performance theory and criticism to the established field of television studies. Chapters
from leading scholars move through a range of examples from different styles and genres,
from Game of Thrones to America’s Next Top Model . Individual performances are
analysed in close detail as the authors debate central questions of meaning, value and
achievement. Opening out new pathways for inquiry and investigation, this book is an
important touchstone for undergraduate and postgraduate students of Television, Media
and Theatre Studies with an interest in the work of actors and non-actors on screen.
yy A major intervention in the study of television performance
yy Includes contributions from a range of leading scholars in the field of television studies
yy Covers a variety of television genres and forms, from drama, to sitcoms, to panel shows
yy Contains analysis of high-profile television shows, including
Friends, Game of Thrones and Breaking Bad

ISBN
978-1-137-60819-2
Price
£ 24,99 | € 28,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Cultural and Media Studies
Publication Date
July 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
248 pp
Dimensions
148 x 210 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Cultural and Media Studies

Table of contents
Critical Introduction, Lucy Fife Donaldson & James Walters.- Section One: Performance and
television form.- 1. In small packages: Particularities of performance in dramatic episodic
series, Sarah Cardwell.- 2. The performing lives of things: Animals, puppets, models and
effects, Jonathan Bignell.- 3.The enduring act: Performance and achievement in long television,
James Walters.- 4. Faces of allegiance in Homeland: Performance and the provisional in serial
television drama, Elliott Logan.- Section Two: Television performance and collaboration.- 5.
Approaching performance in contemporary Coronation Street (1960-), James Zborowski.- 6.
Don‘t Curb Your Enthusiasm: visible bonhomie and the ontology of improvisational comedy,Tom
Brown.- 7. Tears, Tantrums and Television Performance, Amy Holdsworth and Karen Lury.8. Comedy, performance and the panel show, Alex Clayton.- Section Three: The television
performer.- 9. An actor diversifies: A diachronic examination of the work and career of
Tony Curran, Gary Cassidy and Simone Knox.- 10. The same, but different: adjustment and
accumulation in television performance, Lucy Fife Donaldson.- 11. Analyzing Aniston: Tonal
complexity and the non-comedic approaches to sitcom performance, Lydia Buckingham.- 12.
Soft upper lip – Coach’s facial expressions in Friday Night Lights,Timotheus Vermeulen.

About the author
Lucy Fife Donaldson is Senior Lecturer at the University of St. Andrews, UK, and her
research focuses on the materiality of style and the body in popular film and television. She is
the author of Texture in Film (Palgrave Macmillan: 2014), and a member of the Editorial Board
of Movie: A Journal of Film Criticism .; James Walters is Reader in Film and Television Studies
at the University of Birmingham, UK. His books include Alternative Worlds in Hollywood
Cinema (2008), Fantasy Film (2011), Film Moments (2010) and the BFI Television Classic The
Thick of It (2016).
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Theatre and Knowledge
D. Kornhaber, Department of English, Austin, TX, USA

About the book
From Plato onwards, philosophers the world over have pondered the fraught relationship
between the illusory practices of the stage and the rational pursuit of knowledge. In this engaging
and accessible volume, David Kornhaber sheds new light on this ancient quarrel. Drawing on
a global array of theatrical traditions and spanning millennia—from the Sanskrit dramas of
classical India to Shakespeare and Greek tragedy, from the Noh drama of Japan to West End
comedies and avant-grade performances— Theatre & Knowledge vividly demonstrates how
questions of knowledge have long animated the theatre and continue to motivate some of its
most innovative practices. As much as philosophy itself, the theatre has always been instrumental
in probing the boundaries of what we can possibly know. Concise yet thought-provoking, this
is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students of Theatre and Philosophy.
yy Provides an overview of philosophical debates over theatre
and knowledge from Plato to the present
yy Covers a global range of theatrical works and a myriad of performance
styles, from classical drama to the avant-garde
yy Argues for the essential role of theatre in probing the boundaries of knowledge

ISBN
978-1-352-00830-2
Price
£ 6,99 | € 12,99
Series
Theatre And

Table of contents
Prologue.- An Ancient Quarrel.- Knowing.- Unknowing.- Gnosis.- Epilogue.

About the author
David Kornhaber is Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature at The
University of Texas at Austin, USA. He is the author of The Birth of Theater from the Spirit
of Philosophy: Nietzsche and the Modern Drama (2016).

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Cultural and Media Studies
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
96 pp
Dimensions
111 x 178 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Theatre and Translation
M. Laera, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK

About the book
This timely new title in the Theatre And series explores theatre and translation’s
interconnectedness in representing the stories of others. Laera argues that the two practices share
fundamental ethical questions which lie at the core of our multicultural societies and can teach us
to practice the skills we need to empathise with perspectives and world views distant from our
own. Through a wide array of examples from different languages and cultures, Laera makes the case
that we should all become more familiar with how translation works and aware of its importance
in today’s world. Inspiring and wide-ranging, this book offers a concise but academically rigorous
introduction to a complex topic. It is ideal for students of theatre, translation and adaptation.
yy Presents complex and topical arguments with clarity and a student-friendly focus
yy Argues for the crucial importance of translation in today’s multicultural societies
yy Places the ideals of equality, diversity, inclusion and
intercultural empathy at the core of its argument
yy Offers a wide variety of international examples from different theatre cultures

Table of contents

ISBN
978-1-137-61161-1

Introduction: For/On Behalf Of.- 1. What? Defining Translation.- 2. How? The
Practice and Politics of Translation.- 3. Why? The Case for More Translations.

Price
£ 6,99 | € 7,99

About the author

Series
Theatre And
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press

Margherita Laera is a Senior Lecturer in Drama and Theatre at the University of Kent, UK,
and co-Director of the European Theatre Research Network. Margherita is the Online Editor
of Theatre Topics and Theatre Journal . She is the author of Reaching Athens: Community,
Democracy and Other Mythologies in Adaptations of Greek Tragedy (Peter Lang, 2013),
and the editor of Theatre and Adaptation: Return, Rewrite, Repeat (Bloomsbury, 2014).
Margherita is also a theatre translator working with Italian and English. Her research on
theatre translation won the Theatre and Performance Research Association’s Early Career
Research Prize for 2018.

Main Discipline
Cultural and Media Studies
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
96 pp
Dimensions
111 x 178 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available

Cultural and Media Studies
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Game Theory
An Applied Introduction
J. L. Ferreira, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Getafe, Spain

About the book
Using fascinating examples from a range of disciplines, this textbook provides social science,
philosophy and economics students with an engaging introduction to the tools they need to
understand and predict strategic interactions. Beginning with an introduction to the most famous
games, the book uses clear, jargon-free language and accessible maths as it guides the reader
through whole games with full, worked-through examples. End-of-chapter exercises help to
consolidate understanding along the way. With an applied approach that draws upon real-life casestudies, this book highlights the insights that game theory can offer each situation. It is an ideal
textbook for students approaching game theory from various fields across the social sciences, and
for curious general readers who are looking for a thorough introduction to this intriguing subject.
yy Uses an accessible level of maths and clear, jargon-free language
yy Applied approach: games, examples and case studies emphasize
the use of game theory in everyday life
yy Spells out whole games and their variations with full, worked-through examples

ISBN
978-1-352-00791-6
Price
£ 42,99 | € 49,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Economics
Publication Date
November 2019

yy Draws upon fascinating real-life examples from a range of
disciplines, such as economics, politics, and philosophy
yy End-of-chapter exercises help to consolidate understanding

Table of contents
1. The most famous games.- 2. The construction of the theory for simultaneous games.3. Static games.- 4. Dynamic games.- 5. Voting.- 6. Negotiation games.- 7. Repeated
games.- 8. Agency problems: adverse selection.- 9. Agency problems: signalling and
moral hazard.- 10. Seven applications of game theory.- 11. Seven more applications.- 12.
Dynamics.- 13. Limited rationality and behavioural economics.- 14. Power indices.

About the author
José Luis Ferreira is an Associate Professor at the Economics Department in Universidad
Carlos III de Madrid, Spain. His main research interests are Game Theory, Experimental
Economics and Economic Methodology. He teaches Game Theory at undergraduate and
graduate levels in Economics and in Political Sciences.

Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
291 pp
Dimensions
168 x 240 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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How to Analyze Data
C. Radcliffe, Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK

About the book
This accessible guide is an ideal starter for students who are puzzled by statistics and
quantitative data analysis. Taking students step-by-step through the statistical process, it
introduces the steps involved in successfully describing, analyzing and interpreting data and
explains the logic which underpins these processes. Bite-sized chapters provide practical
guidance for each stage of the process, from defining the research question and designing
questionnaires through to using the appropriate statistical tests and analyses for the task
and reporting and interpreting statistics. Clear and concise, this will be a go-to resource for
undergraduates of all disciplines who need to get to grips with basic statistics on their course.

ISBN
978-1-137-60846-8
Price
£ 7,99 | € 9,99
Series
Pocket Study Skills
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Education
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

yy Starts from where the student is by gradually introducing
the underlying methods behind data analysis
yy Includes top tips to help students avoid common pitfalls
yy Uses v isual methods, worked examples and flowcharts to
make key concepts accessible to students
yy Contains a handy quick reference section on mathematical symbols

Table of contents
Introduction.- PART 1: GETTING STARTED.- 1. What does your assignment ask you to do?.- 2.
How will you do it?.- 3. Defining your research question.- 4. Tips for designing your questionnaire.5. How to enter your data into a spreadsheet.- PART 2: UNDERSTANDING AND DESCRIBING
YOUR DATA.- 6. What type of data do you have?.- 7. Descriptive statistics.- 8. What plot
should you use?.- PART 3: HOW DO STATISTICAL TESTS WORK?.- 9. What is a statistical
hypothesis?.- 10. Using probability distributions in statistical tests.- 11. Statistics, „errors“ and
interpretation.- PART 4: WHAT STATISTICAL TEST DO YOU NEED?.- 12. The statistics signpost.13. Statistical flowcharts.- 14. Case studies.- PART 5: THE STATISTICAL PROCESS.- 15. You the
researcher.- 16. You the interpreter.- Symbols explained.- Useful resources.- References.- Index.

About the author
Catrin Radcliffe is a tutor of mathematics and statistics at Oxford Brookes University, UK.

Page Count
228 pp
Dimensions
138 x 108 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Professional Writing
4th Edition
S. Marsen, Flinders University, Australia

About the book
Now in its fourth edition, this is a comprehensive yet concise introduction to professional
writing for different media, which synthesises methods and ideas developed in journalism,
public relations, management and marketing. Based on research in the field, it equips students
with the ability to convey their ideas in a wealth of print and digital formats, in a variety of
professional contexts internationally. It begins by examining the different aspects of the writing
process before showing students how to adjust their style, tone and approach for different
documents, including short memos, feature articles, press releases and reports. This new
edition will continue to be an essential companion for undergraduates on professional writing
and business communication modules. It will also be a valuable source of guidance for new
professionals and entrepreneurs needing to get to grips with writing formal written documents.
yy Takes a direct, concise and student-oriented approach to professional writing, with
useful activities and relevant examples throughout: ideal for a one semester course

ISBN
978-1-352-00799-2
Price
£ 23,99 | € 27,99
Series
Macmillan Study Skills
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

yy Blends theory with practice: an eclectic theoretical foundation informed by genre
theory, rhetoric, discourse and narrative theory backed up by information on
contemporary business practice in corporate and entrepreneurial fields
yy Covers conceptual as well as structural aspects of writing and document design,
thereby providing students with a firm understanding of the whole writing process
yy Provides guidelines on writing for both print and digital media, with updated content on blogs,
social media and virtual teams, to reflect the changing world of workplace communications
yy Features a companion website with additional activities to build students’
expertise and increase their confidence as a professional communicator
yy Fully revised throughout with coverage of a wider variety of journalistic writing

Table of contents

Imprint
Red Globe Press

Dedication.- Acknowledgements.- Preface.- 1. The Writing Process.- 2. Writing
Style.- 3. Short Business Documents.- 4. Research Methods.- 5. Journalism.- 6. Public
Relations Writing.- 7. Reports and Proposals.- 8. Critical Thinking for Management.- 9.
Working in Teams.- 10. Revising and Editing.- Appendix: Job Applications.- Index.

Main Discipline
Education

About the author

Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

Sky Marsen is Senior Lecturer in Communication and Teaching Program Director at Flinders
University, Australia. She specialises in professional communication and text analysis, and
has lectured in these internationally, including at California Institute of Technology, USA,
and Victoria University of Wellington, NZ. She has also managed business communication
projects, and advised corporate clients. She is also the author of Communication Studies.

Page Count
492 pp
Dimensions
148 x 210 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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The Postgraduate’s Guide
to Research Ethics
A. Temple, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

About the book
Drawing together the philosophical principles of research and the application of ethical theories
to real-life case studies, this text provides a complete start-to-finish guide to research ethics for
postgraduate researchers of all subject areas. It begins with a brief survey of ethical theories,
before showing readers how to construct an ethics proposal. It then goes on to examine ethical
issues as they relate to various methodologies, including interviews, participant observation, focus
groups and questionnaires. Key themes such as online research, privacy and confidentiality and
the involvement of children and vulnerable populations in research are also covered. The book
concludes with a chapter addressing ethical issues which may arise once the research has been
completed. Chapters are enriched and enlivened with case studies, ‘ethical perspectives’ boxes and
‘ask yourself’ questions for readers to consider. This text will be an invaluable source of guidance
on the ethics application process and ethical issues in research for all postgraduate researchers.
yy Links the philosophical principles of research to key ethical theories,
and demonstrates their application in real-life case studies

ISBN
978-1-137-59517-1
Price
£ 23,99 | € 27,99
Series
Macmillan Research Skills
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Education

yy Explores ethical issues in relation to a range of research methodologies, enabling students
to quickly identify the issues which may arise during the course of their research project
yy Tailored to the specific needs of postgraduate researchers

Table of contents
Introduction.- 2. Ethical Theories.- 3. Ethical Issues at the Proposal Stage.- 4. Ethical
Issues in Participant Observation and Ethnography.- 5. Ethical Issues in Interviews and
Focus Groups.- 6. Ethical Issues in Questionnaires.- 7. Ethical Issues in Online Research.8. Privacy and Confidentiality.- 9. Children, Patients and Vulnerable Populations in
Research.- 10. Justice: Fairness, Equality and Diversity (International Collaborations and
Research).- 11. Once the Research is Completed.- Conclusion.- Bibliography.- Index.

About the author
Alice Temple is Head of Records Management and Information Governance at the University
of Leeds, UK. She designs and delivers an annual programme of training in research ethics for
researchers.
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Using Feedback to Boost Your Grades

H. Cooper, University of Birmingham Academic Skills Centre, Birmingham, UK; M. Shoolbred,
University of Birmingham Academic Skills Centre, Birmingham, UK

About the book
Featuring helpful examples and top tips throughout, this handy guide equips students with the
tools to understand, respond to and apply lecturer feedback in order to continuously improve
their academic performance. Chapters take students through the entire feedback process, from
handling common feelings associated with feedback and making sense of criticism through to
creating an effective action plan and applying feedback across their course. Using Feedback to
Boost Your Grades will be an invaluable toolkit for students of all subject areas and levels who
want to take control of their academic progress and make the most of the feedback they receive.

ISBN
978-1-352-00715-2

yy Helps students to deal with the challenges and emotions associated with receiving criticism

Price
£ 6,99 | € 7,99

yy Unpicks what markers’ comments really mean

Series
Pocket Study Skills
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Education
Publication Date
June 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

yy Prompts students to critically reflect on their work and what they
did well and which aspects of their work need developing
yy Shows students how to categorise their feedback and build an effective action plan

Table of contents
Introduction.- PART 1: REACTING TO FEEDBACK. 1. Your feelings about feedback.- 2. What’s
important about feedback?.- 3. Initial reflections.- PART 2: HOW WAS I ASSESSED?.- 4. Looking
back.- 5. Looking for clues on assessment.- 6. Assessment and feedback.- PART 3: MAKING SENSE
OF YOUR FEEDBACK.- 7. What’s challenging about feedback?.- 8. Understanding your feedback.PART 4: TAKING ACTION.- 9. Categorising your feedback.- 10. Taking action.- PART 5: APPLYING
FEEDBACK ACROSS YOUR COURSE.- 11. Feedback and reflection.- 12. Making reflection a
habit.- 13. Taking your feedback skills with you.- Conclusion.- References.- Useful sources.- Index.

About the author
Helen Cooper is the Head of Learning Enhancement at the University of Birmingham, UK.;
Michael Shoolbred is a Writing Skills Advisor at the University of Birmingham, UK. They are
the authors of Where’s Your Argument?, also in this series.

Page Count
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A Political History of the USA
One Nation Under God
2nd Edition
B. Kuklick, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, AL, USA

About the book
This book is an engaging account of US history from the first European contact with the ‘New
World’ to the election of Donald Trump in 2016. Bruce Kuklick’s straightforward yet authoritative
narrative takes students through the complexities of US history without oversimplifying of
requiring prior knowledge. Placing politics in the context of religious culture and exploring
America’s assertive expansion throughout history, A Political History of the USA is supported
by wide-ranging examples, vivid extracts from primary sources, maps and illustrations which
illuminate the main text. The historical narrative it presents is concise, nuanced and sharply
drawn. Offering a compelling yet balanced account of US political, cultural and religious history,
this is essential reading for undergraduate students of History and American Studies.
yy Distinctive in offering an argument-led narrative overview, focused on politics and religion
yy Incorporates cultural history and figures
yy Uses the country’s history to give fresh insight into its contemporary events and issues
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978-1-352-00722-0
Price
£ 24,99 | € 29,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
History
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
318 pp

yy Concise, covering over 5 centuries in under 400 pages
yy Very student-friendly: readable and accessible, without jargon or excessive detail
yy Considers the US in the context of its wider global connections

Table of contents
Introduction.- PART I RELIGIOUS LONGINGS.- 1. The Impact of the Europeans, 14941676.- 2. The North American Colonies, 1632-1732.- PART II THE REVOLUTION AND
THE CONSTITUTION.- 3. The Colonies in the Empire, 1651-1774.- 4. War and Order,
1775-1787.- The Culture of Politics, 1788-1826.- PART III IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT.- 6.
Experiments in Republicanism, 1783-1832.- 7. Nationalism, Sectionalism and Slavery, 18201861.- 8. Lincoln and the Civil War, 1858-1865.- PART IV REPUBLICAN ASCENDENCY.- 9.
A New Elite, 1865-1896.- 10. A New Empire, 1890-1917.- 11. Progressive America, 19001920.- 12. Crises of Progressive Capitalism, 1919-1933.- PART V AMERICAN LIBERALISM.- 13.
The Cosmopolitan New Deal, 1933-1945.- 14. Cold War America, 1945-1963.- 15. The Long
1960s, 1954-1974.- PART VI CONTEMPORARY AMERICA.- 16. Cultural Division and Cultural
Imperialism, 1968-2000.- 17. An Age of Terror, 1991-2016.- Epilogue: America in History.

About the author
Bruce Kuklick is Nichols Professor of American History, Emeritus, at the University of
Pennsylvania, USA. He is the author of books in American diplomatic, political, intellectual,
and sports history. In 2004 he was elected to the American Philosophical Society.
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History of the Body

W. Ruberg, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

About the book
The body has come to occupy a central place in cultural history, with historians consistently
exploring such themes as the history of disease, disability, beauty, and sexuality. This engaging
and concise book offers a clear introduction to the history of the body, introducing a wide array
of conceptual approaches to the field. It delineates the topic of body history and its origins in
cultural history and gender history, distinguishing it from related disciplines such as the history
of the self, the history of medicine, the history of emotion and gender history. Bringing in a
wealth of thought-provoking examples from historical writing, it goes on to explore a range
of themes, including racism, anorexia, gender and sexuality, psychoanalysis and agency. With
further reading and explanations of key concepts provided throughout, this wide-ranging yet
accessible text is the first introductory book to address this vibrant field from a theoretical
perspective. It is ideal for students of historiography, medical history or the history of the body.
yy Provides a concise overview of historical writing on the body
yy Outlines the most important theoretical approaches, including social
constructionism, symbolical anthropology, psychoanalysis and new materialism
yy Discusses key concepts such as habitus, dualism, discipline,
humoral theory, agency and body politics

ISBN
978-1-352-00768-8
Price
£ 19,99 | € 22,99
Series
Theory and History
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
History

yy Gives numerous examples of the application of theory to the history of the body
yy Assesses the latest trends in the use of theory by body historians

Table of contents
Introduction.- 1. Body, Mind and Self: Historical Perspectives.- 2. The Modern Body, Discipline,
and Agency.- 3. The Social Construction of Body and Disease.- 4. The Body, Gender and
Sexuality.- 5. Experiencing the Body.- 6. Materialist Approaches to the Body.- Conclusion.

About the author
Willemijn Ruberg is Associate Professor in Cultural History at Utrecht University, The
Netherlands. She has published extensively on the history of the body, emotion, gender,
knowledge and forensic medicine. She is currently leading the research project ‘Forensic
Culture: A Comparative Analysis of Forensic Practices in Europe, 1930-2000‘, funded by an
ERC Consolidator Grant (2018-2023).

Publication Date
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Format(s)
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Page Count
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Rethinking a Nation
The United States in the 21st Century
P. Jenkins, Baylor University, Waco, TX, USA

About the book

ISBN
978-1-352-00617-9
Price
£ 21,99 | € 24,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
History
Publication Date
July 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

The US continues to be the world’s most powerful nation, an enormous driver of culture
and technology. The present century has witnessed many momentous (and controversial)
developments, the full significance of which may take many years to assess. Rethinking a Nation
offers an ambitious, historically-informed analysis to help readers understand the current state
of US affairs and their likely future course. Providing a survey of US history since 2000, and
considering the current state of the nation in light of the events of the past two decades, Philip
Jenkins discusses the impact of the 9/11 attacks and the two lengthy wars that ensued; the causes
and outcome of the economic near-collapse of 2008; critical debates over the proper role of
the state in matters like health care; and the stark decline of traditional industries and working
class communities. At the fore in his exploration are themes of the growing gulf between old
and new Americas; the crisis of whiteness; the challenge to masculinity; the pervasive impacts of
technology; surging inequality; and the new American role in a multipolar world. With chapters
covering topics and issues such as race and immigration, the Obama government, protest
movements, gender and sexuality, climate change debates, social media, fracking, the Trump
election, and the US in global context, this is an essential text for undergraduate and postgraduate
students of American History and anyone seeking to understand the contemporary US.
yy The first book to provide an overview of US history since 2000
yy Ties in with current debates around the US, including the Wars on Terror,
race and immigration, gay rights, climate change, and Trump
yy Written by the expert author of A History of the United States, 5th edition

Table of contents
1. Unsettled Accounts.- 2. Wars on Terror.- 3. America’s New Faces.- 4. New Economies.5. The Crisis of the Old Economy.- 6. A New World of Energy.- 7. Cities Reborn.- 8.
Crisis and Challenge: 2008.- 9. The Obama Years.- 10. Back to the Sixties?.- 11. Still the
American Dilemma.- 12. Gender and Sexuality.- 13. Culture Wars and History Wars.- 14.
Defending the Earth.- 15. America in the World.- 16. The Trump Years.- Conclusion.

About the author
Professor Philip Jenkins is the Distinguished Professor of History at Baylor University, USA.
He is the author of numerous books, including A History of the United States, now in its 5th
edition.
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The Hundred Years War Revisited
A. Curry, The University of Southampton, UK (Eds.)

About the book
The conflict between England and France in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries never
ceases to fascinate. This stimulating edited collection, inspired by the Problems in Focus
volume originally published in 1971, provides a fresh and accessible insight into the key
aspects of The Hundred Years War. With chapters written by leading experts in the field,
based on new methodologies and recent advances in scholarship, this book places the AngloFrench wars into a range of wider contexts, such as politics, the home front, the church, and
chivalry. Adopting a sustained comparative approach, with attention paid to both England and
France, The Hundred Years War Revisited provides a clear and comprehensive synthesis of
the major trends in research on the Hundred Years War. Concise and thought-provoking,
this is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students of medieval history.
yy Sustained focus on England and France
yy Contains contributions by experts in the field
yy Thoroughly up-to-date and accessible

Table of contents

Price
£ 22,99 | € 26,99

Introduction, Anne Curry.- 1. English Politics and the Hundred Years War, Gwilym Dodd.- 2.
French Politics during the Hundred Years War, Graeme Small.- 3. Financing the Hundred Years
War, Tony K. Moore and Adrian R. Bell.- 4. The Hundred Years War and the Church, Rory
Cox.- 5. The Hundred Years War ‘at Home‘, Laura Crombie.- 6. Chivalry and the Hundred
Years War, Andy King.- 7. First-Hand Accounts and Reports of Warfare, Craig Taylor.- 8.
Navies and Maritime Warfare, Andrew Ayton and Craig Lambert.- 9. Armies, Gary P. Baker.

Series
Problems in Focus

About the author
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Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
History

Anne Curry is Professor of Medieval History at the University of Southampton, UK, a past
president of The Historical Association, and author of many books on the Anglo-French wars
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. She is particularly well known for her researches on
Agincourt and on the armies of the period. Her publications include The Battle of Agincourt.
Sources and Interpretations (Boydell), Agincourt. A New History (History Press), Bosworth
1485. A Battlefield Rediscovered (with Glenn Foard, Oxbow), and The Soldier in Later
Medieval England (with Adrian Bell, Andy King and David Simpkin, OUP).
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The Long European Reformation
Religion, Political Conflict, and the Search for Conformity, 1350-1750
3rd Edition
P. G. Wallace, Hartwick College, New York, NY, USA

About the book
In this established textbook, Wallace provides a succinct overview of the European Reformation,
interweaving the influential events of the religious reformation with the transformations of
political institutions, socio-economic structures, gender relations and cultural values throughout
Europe. Examining the European Reformation as a long-term process, he reconnects the classic
sixteenth-century religious struggles with the political and religious pressures confronting
late medieval Christianity, and argues that the resolutions proposed by reformers such as
Luther were not fully realised for most Christians until the early eighteenth century. This
new edition features a brand new chapter on the Reformation from a global perspective,
updated historiography, a new chronology, and updated material throughout, including on the
interrelationship between religion and politics after 1648. The Long European Reformation
provides an even-handed and detailed account of this complex topic, providing a clear overview
that is perfect for undergraduate and postgraduate students of History and Religious Studies.
yy Provides a comprehensive overview of a complex topic

ISBN
978-1-352-00613-1

yy An established work which was one of the first to place the Reformation
within the broader context of Christian and European histories

Price
£ 24,99 | € 28,99

yy New edition has been thoroughly revised and updated throughout

Series
European History in Perspective
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
History
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

yy Covers events in all of the kingdoms and principalities of Christian Europe
yy New chapter on the Reformation in global perspective
yy Incorporates new perspectives and current debates on Luther and the
place of the Reformation within Western history, including consideration
of how people lived with their religious differences

Table of contents
List of Maps.- List of Abbreviations.- Convention on dates and names.- Introduction.- PART I: THE
WARP: THREADS OF REFORMATION HISTORIES, 1350-1650.- The Late Medieval Crisis, 13471517.- Resistance, Renewal, and Reform, 1414-1521.- Evangelical Movements and Confessions, 152159.- Reformation and Religious War, 1550-1650.- PART II: THE WEFT: MAKING SENSE OF THE
LONG EUROPEAN REFORMATION.- Settlements, 1600-1750: Church Building, State Building, and
Social Discipline.- Rereading the Reformation through Gender Analysis.- The Reformation and Islam:
From Menace to Coexistence.- The European Reformation in a Global Perspective.- Conclusions.

About the author
Peter G. Wallace is Professor Emeritus of History at Hartwick College, New York, USA.
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Essential Statistics for
Applied Linguistics
Using R or JASP
2nd Edition
H. Loerts, University of Groningen, ADUARD, The Netherlands; W. Lowie, University of
Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; B. Seton, University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands

About the book
Assuming no prior knowledge, this text provides a concise, practical and accessible
introduction to using, analysing and interpreting statistics and methodologies in empirical
work using R or JASP. It takes an activity-based approach, in which students are first
stimulated to consider a problem or question and find their own solution before the
conventional way of solving that problem or question is introduced. ‘How To’ guides on
R and JASP, which take students step-by-step through statistical analyses and practical
assignments, are available on the book’s companion website. This book will be an invaluable
resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students of Applied Linguistics.
yy Builds skills and confidence through hands-on exercises and examples

ISBN
978-1-352-00781-7

yy Gives clear explanations of statistical and mathematical terms

Price
£ 28,99 | € 33,99

yy Now focuses on R and JASP, two increasingly popular open source softwares used by linguists

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
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Linguistics
Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
210 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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yy Supports students using both R and JASP and makes them aware of the
conventions, assumptions and limitations of statistical tests
yy ‚How To’ guides to help students strengthen their understanding and
apply what they have learnt available on a companion site
yy Contains more comprehensive coverage of effect sizes, basic methods,
regression theory, relationship studies and non-parametric tests

Table of contents
Preface: How to Use this Book.- PART I.- 1. Types of Research.- 2. Systematicity in Statistics:
Variables.- 3. Descriptive Statistics.- 4. Statistical Logic.- 5. Assessing Relationships and
Comparing Groups.- 6. Simple and Multiple Linear Regression and Analyses.- 7. Additional
Statistics for Group Comparisons.- 8. Summary and Concluding Remarks.- PART II: Practicals
in R/RStudio.- Getting Ready to Start Using R and RStudio.- Practical 1: Exploring R and
RStudio and Entering Variables (Chapter 2).- Practical 2: Descriptive Statistics (Chapter
3).- Practical 3: Calculations Using R (Chapter 4).- Practical 4: Inductive Statistics (Chapter
5).- Practical 5: Regression/Miscellaneous Assignments (Chapter 5/6).- Practical 6: More
Advanced Group Comparisons (Chapter 7).- Practical 7: Exam Practice.- PART II: Practicals in
JASP.- Getting Ready to Start Using JASP.- Practical 1: Exploring JASP and Entering Variables
(Chapter 2).- Practical 2: Descriptive Statistics (Chapter 3).- Practical 4: Inductive Statistics
(Chapter 5).- Practical 5: Regression/Miscellaneous Assignments (Chapter 5/6).- Practical 6:
More Advanced Group Comparisons (Chapter 7).- Practical 7: Exam Practice.- References.

About the author
Hanneke Loerts is Assistant Professor at the Department of Frisian Language and Culture at
the University of Groningen, The Netherlands.; Wander Lowie is Senior Lecturer in Applied
Linguistics at the University of Groningen, the Netherlands. His publications include Second
Language Acquisition: An Advanced Resource Book , Making Sense of Polysemous Words
and Twenty Years of Research into Bilingualism: From Structure to Chaos . Bregtje Seton
is currently a PhD student at the University of Groningen, the Netherlands, with research
interests in applied linguistics and bilingualism.
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Introduction to Bilingualism
C. Schelletter, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK

About the book
Drawing together linguists’ and psychologists’ approaches to the study of bilingualism, this
innovative and engaging volume provides students with a firm grounding in bilingual acquisition and
development. It begins with a discussion of sequential and simultaneous bilinguals, illustrated by
a wealth of case studies and examples, and the key theories surrounding bilingual development.
The book subsequently explores topics such as bilingual speech perception, sound, lexical and
morpho-syntactic development, cognitive processing and metalinguistic awareness. Introduction
to Bilingualism is an essential companion for undergraduate and postgraduate students of
Applied Linguistics, Psycholinguistics, Speech and Language Therapy and Language Education.
yy U niquely focuses on both sequential and simultaneous bilinguals
yy Features engaging activities throughout to help students consolidate their learning
yy Includes a glossary of key terminology for quick reference

Table of contents

ISBN
978-1-137-60954-0

Acknowledgements.- Introduction.- 1. Bilingual Language Development.- 2. Theories of Bilingual
Development.- 3. Characteristics of the Bilingual Learner.- 4. Bilingual Speech Perception and Sound
Development.- 5. Bilingual Lexical Development.- 6. Bilingual Morpho-Syntactical Development.7. Bilingual Language Processing.- 8. Bilingual Metalinguistic Awareness.- 9. Further Directions
in Studying Bilingual Learners.- Data Sources.- Bibliography.- Glossary of Terms.- Index.

Price
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About the author

Series
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Publisher
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Imprint
Red Globe Press

Christina Schelletter is the Head of English Language & Communication at the University
of Hertfordshire, UK. Her research expertise is in simultaneous and sequential bilingual
acquisition (German and English) and children’s processing of two languages. She has been
involved in different projects on the bilingual lexical and grammatical acquisition of two
languages in the pre-school years and is one of the editors and authors of a two volume
publication on bilingual preschools (Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier). She was recently
awarded a University grant to carry out an eye-tracking study to investigate monolingual and
bilingual children’s access of words.
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New and Experimental
Approaches to Writing Lives

J. Parnell, University of Newcastle Australia School of Humanities and Social Science, NSW,
Australia (Eds.)

About the book
With recent advances in digital technology, a number of exciting and innovative approaches
to writing lives have emerged, from graphic memoirs to blogs and other visual-verbalvirtual texts. This edited collection is a timely study of new approaches to writing lives,
including literary docu-memoir, autobiographical cartography, social media life writing and
autobiographical writing for children. Combining literary theory with insightful critical
approaches, each essay offers a serious study of innovative forms of life writing, with a view
to reflecting on best practice and offering the reader practical guidance on methods and
techniques. Offering a range practical exercises and an insight into cutting-edge literary
methodologies, this is an inspiring and thought-provoking companion for students of Literature
and Creative Writing studying courses on life writing, memoir or creative non-fiction.
yy Discusses a variety of forms, including obituaries, object biographies,
literary docu-memoir, autobiographical cartography, social media lifewriting, poetic biography and autobiographical writing for children

ISBN
978-1-352-00718-3
Price
£ 21,99 | € 25,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Literature
Publication Date
August 2019

yy Contains practical exercises at the end of each chapter to consolidate understanding
yy Brings together the expertise of a range of scholars in the field

Table of contents
Foreword, Caroline McMillen.- Editor’s Preface, Jo Parnell.- Introduction, Hugh Craig.- PART 1:
FOUND LIVES: REFRAMING THE LOST, THE INANIMATE AND THE HIDDEN.- 1. Obituaries:
Behind the Public Tribute, Amanda Norman.- 2. Writing the Lives of Objects and Things, Donna
L. Brien.- 3. Burra’s Giant Onion and the Battle of the Somme, David Walker.- 4. Revealing What
It Means To Be Human: The Nature of Literary Docu-Memoir, Jo Parnell.- 5. The Struggle in
Karl Ove Knausgaard’s My Struggle, Michael Sala.- PART 2: MOVING LIVES: RELOCATING IN
TIME AND SPACE.- 6. Mapping Lives: (re-)making place, Sonya Huber.- 7. Spatial Experiments:
Autobiographical Cartography, Vanessa Berry.- 8. Brief Encounters: Curating GIFs, Memes
and Social Media for Short Story Life-Writing, Emma Newport.- 9. Biographical Lyric: Writing
Lives in Poems, Page Richards.- 10. Writing Lines, Writing Lives: The Art of Poetic Biography,
Jessica L. Wilkinson.- PART 3: YOUNG LIVES: NEW GROWTH.- 11. Giving Voice: A Different
Approach to Life Writing, Willa McDonald.- 12. Autobiographical Writing for Children:
Ahn Do’s The Little Helper and Malala Yousafzai’s Malala’s Magic Pencil, Kate Douglas.

Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

About the author

Page Count
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Dr Jo Parnell, is Conjoint Fellow in the School of Humanities and Social Science at Newcastle
University, Australia.
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The Multimodal Writer
Creative Writing Across Genres and Media
J. Barnard, Middlesex University, London, UK

About the book
These are exciting times for creative writing. In a digital age, the ability to move between types
of writing and technologies - often at speed - is increasingly essential for writers. Yet, such
flexibility can be difficult to achieve, and, how to develop it remains a pressing challenge. The
Multimodal Writer combines theory, practitioner case studies and insightful writing exercises
to support writers tackling the challenges and embracing the opportunities that come with
new media technologies. Including interviews with a selection of internationally acclaimed
authors, such as Simon Armitage, Robert Coover and Rhianna Pratchett, this book equips
writers with the tools to not just survive but, rather, thrive in an era characterised by fastpaced change. With its focus on writing across genres, modes and media, this book is ideal
for students of Creative Writing, Professional Writing, Media Writing and Journalism.
yy Contains a range of pedagogical features, including creative writing
assignments and the author’s own ‘Model of Creativity‘.
yy Offers an accessible insight into a highly topical area of study.
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Price
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Publisher
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August 2019

yy Includes interviews from high-profile authors, such as Simon
Armitage, Robert Coover and Rhianna Pratchett.

Table of contents
Introduction.- 1. 21st Century Writing and Publishing: A Wider Context.- 2. Negotiating
the Starting Block: Auto-Practitioner Study.- 3. Paradigmatic Aspects: Author
Interviews.- 4. Creative Writing and Multimodality: Assembling a Toolkit, Component
Parts.- 5. Developing a Multimodal Writing Practice: Assignments.- Conclusion.

About the author
Dr Josie Barnard is a writer and academic whose research centres on how the ‘digital turn’
impacts writing and publishing . She is Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing with Journalism at
Middlesex University, UK, and the author of five acclaimed books, ranging from her awardwinning novel ‘Poker Face’ (1996) to ‘The Book of Friendship’ (2011). As a practitioner,
Barnard has appeared at the Cheltenham and Dartington Literary Festivals. She is a member
of the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)’s Digital Skills and Inclusion
Research Working Group.
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Knowing the Self
Attachment and Therapeutic Alliance for Mental Health Professionals
Y. Yusof, Universiti Utara, Kedah, Malaysia

About the book
This exciting new book explores attachment, alliance and therapeutic practice.
Grounded in theory and built on new research findings based on adult attachment
styles, it brings together ideas on attachment and the connections that
counsellors and therapists make with the people who seek their help.
yy Applies alliance and therapeutic practice (traditionally used with individual
clients) to family and systemic therapy (where there are several inter-connected
relationships to establish – a more complex scenario altogether)
yy Key aspects of this book are self-reflexivity in the therapy professions, and the
connections between professionals’ own life experience and work experience
yy Builds on new research findings conducted by the author and based on adult attachment styles

Table of contents
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1. Alliance Building.- 2. Why Therapists or Counsellors Need to Know about Attachment.- 3. The
Impact of the Personal on the Professional Self.- 4. The Relationship between Attachment Styles and
Alliance: Therapists’ Stories.- 5. Continuous Professional Development and the Role of Supervision.

About the author
Yusmarhaini Yusof is Lecturer at School of Applied Psychology, Social Work and Policy,
College of Arts and Sciences, Universiti Utara Malaysia and Visiting Researcher at School of
Applied Social Sciences, Durham University, UK.
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Madness: A Biography
P. Fallon, University of Salford, Manchester, UK

About the book
This exciting new book explores the history of major mental disorders by looking at a
wide range of historical and contemporary figures that have experienced mental illness.
It discusses changing perceptions of mental illness and the treatments used at different
historical periods from antiquity to the present day via the biographical sketches.
yy It has a unique case study approach featuring historical and contemporary figures
yy Each chapter focuses on a different diagnosis

Table of contents
1. Anxiety Disorders.
2. Depression.
3. Dementia.
4. Eating Disorders.
5. Psychosis.
6. Bipolar Disorder.
7. Dual Diagnosis.
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About the author
Paul Fallon is a Senior Practitioner for Nursing and Lecturer in Mental Health at the
University of Salford, UK
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Analyzing Foreign Policy
2nd Edition
D. Beach, Department of Political Science and Government, Aarhus University, Aarhus,
Denmark; R. Pedersen, Department of Political Science and Government, Aarhu University,
Aarhus, Denmark

About the book
The second edition of this introductory textbook on foreign policy analysis focuses on the key
explanatory factors that underlie the foreign policies of states and other actors to show how theory
can illuminate practice. Genuinely international in scope and drawing on a wide range of examples,
it provides an accessible introduction to the key elements of foreign policy analysis to explain,
predict and evaluate what states and other collective actors want, how they make decisions, and
key determinants of state security, diplomatic, and economic foreign policies. Providing a broad set
of theoretical tools for analysing foreign policy, and including increased coverage of methodology,
this new edition provides students with the skills to undertake their own foreign policy analysis.
yy Moves beyond the more narrow decision-making framing of FPA
yy Provides a clear, coherent and systematic approach to foreign policy analysis
yy Includes a uniquely wide range of theoretical perspectives: from structural realism to
cognitive psychological theories, from constructivism to negotiation strategies

ISBN
978-1-352-00813-5
Price
£ 24,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

yy Updated examples throughout use the latest research to shed light
on diplomatic decisions behind contemporary cases
yy Increased coverage of methodology to provide students with the
skills to undertake their own foreign policy analysis

Table of contents
1. Introduction.- 2. Research Questions and the Use of Theory.- 3. Choosing an
Appropriate Research Strategy.- 4. System Level Factors.- 5. Domestic Factors.- 6.
Understandings of the Choice Situation.- 7. Making Foreign Policy .- 8. What States
Do: Security Policies.- 9 What States Do: Diplomacy.- 10. What States Do: Economic
Foreign Policies.- 11. A Transformation of State Foreign Policy-Making?

About the author
Derek Beach is a Professor of Political Science at the University of Aarhus, Denmark, where
he teaches foreign policy analysis, case study methodology, and European integration. He
has authored articles, chapters, and books on foreign policy analysis, research methodology,
international negotiations, referendums, and European integration. Rasmus Brun Pedersen
is an Associate Professor also at University of Aarhus, Denmark. His research areas are
international relations, foreign policy analysis, small state theory and qualitative research
methodology.

Page Count
301 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Cases in Comparative
Government and Politics
J. McCormick, Indiana University, Indianapolis, IN, USA

About the book
Using twelve pivotal cases, this book brings comparative politics to life by highlighting the
key differences in political systems around the world. Written by renowned textbook
author John McCormick, the book opens with two context-setting chapters on the field
of comparative politics and the varying nature of political systems. The cases that follow
thereafter have been carefully chosen to illustrate a variety of political types, different levels
of political development, and to ensure geographical and cultural diversity. The textbook
is ideal for both undergraduate and postgraduate students who are taking introductory
courses in Comparative Politics, Introduction to Politics and Political Science.
yy Detailed case studies on the following countries: the United Kingdom, Germany, the
United States, Japan, France, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Turkey, Russia, China and Iran
yy Country profiles that summarize the features of each country’s
political system, key economic data and democracy ratings
yy Comparing features that contrast political culture, government
systems and political processes across different countries

ISBN
978-1-352-00735-0
Price
£ 35,99 | € 41,99
Series
Comparative Government and Politics
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations
Publication Date
September 2019

yy Full-colour photographs, figures, tables and maps
yy A comprehensive collection of digital resources, including illustrated
lecture slides, quizzes for students and an interactive map allowing the
user to compare key statistics on different countries side by side

Table of contents
1. Comparing Government and Politics.- 2. Political Systems.- 3. United
Kingdom.- 4. Germany.- 5. United States.- 6. Japan.- 7. France.- 8. India.- 9.
Mexico.- 10. Nigeria.- 11. Turkey.- 12. Russia.- 13. China.- 14. Iran.

About the author
John McCormick is Professor of Political Science at the Indianapolis campus of Indiana
University in the United States. His academic interests focus on comparative politics,
environmental policy, global studies, and the politics of the European Union. He is the author
of more than a dozen books, including Comparative Government and Politics , Environmental
Politics and Policy , and Understanding the European Union (all from Red Globe Press). He
has taught courses at multiple universities in North America and Europe, has visited more
than half the countries used as cases in this book, and has lived for extended periods in the
United States, Britain, Kenya, South Africa, and Zimbabwe.

Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
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Doing Feminist Research in
Political and Social Science
2nd Edition
B. A. Ackerly, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA; J. True, Monash Univ, Melbourne,
VIC, Australia

About the book
Guiding students step-by-step through the research process while simultaneously introducing
a range of debates, challenges and tools that feminist scholars use, this book provides a vital
resource to those students and researchers approaching their studies from a feminist perspective.
yy Unique: there is nothing else quite like this available
yy Comprehensive and methodical: guides readers through each step of the research process
yy International: draws from a truly international base of research examples and is
geared consciously at an international market including American postgraduates
and scholars seeking a less parochial, more ‘worldly’ guide to research
yy Pedagogically rich: main body text is supported by text boxes,
research questions and agendas and a glossary of terms

ISBN
978-1-137-59079-4
Price
£ 34,99 | € 39,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations

Table of contents
1. Introduction to Feminist Research.- 2. A Feminist Research Ethic Explained.- 3. Feminist
Roadmaps: Planning, Doing, and Presenting Your Research.- 4. Question-Driven Research:
Formulating a Good Question.- 5. Theory and Conceptualization: situating your topic, also
known as….“The Literature Review”.- 6. The Personal and the Political: Constraints and
Opportunities of Research Design.- 7. Designing and Timing a Research Project.- 8. Sampling
Cases, Operationalizing Concepts and Variables, and Selecting Data Requirements.- 9.
Generating and Collecting Data.- 10. Common Techniques for Analysis.- 11. Structured
Inquiry Research Designs.- 12. Data Management and Field Research Tools.- 13. Writing
and Publishing.- 14. Conclusion: Feminist Research Ethic, Review, and Evaluation.

About the author
Brooke Ackerly is Associate Professor in Political Science at Vanderbilt University, USA.
Jacqui True is Professor of Politics & International Relations at Monash University, Australia.

Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
310 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Governance, Politics and the State
2nd Edition
J. Pierre, University of Gothenburg, Göteborg, Sweden; B. G. Peters, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA

About the book
The term ‘governance’ has become one of the most widely used in debates in Political
Science, Public Policy and International Relations - often to mean very different things.
Written by two leading political scientists, Governance, Politics and the State is the first
systematic introduction to its nature, meaning and significance. Its central concern is with how
societies are being, and can be, steered in an increasingly complex world where states must
increasingly interact with and influence other actors and institutions to achieve results.
yy The notion of governance has emerged from obscurity to become a
central concept in political analysis: this book explains it
yy An accessible overview analysis by two leading authorities in the field
yy Truly international in scope

Table of contents

ISBN
978-0-230-22045-4
Price
£ 29,99 | € 34,99
Series
Political Analysis
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

Contents:.- Introduction: What is Governance?.- 1. Different Ways to Think About Governance.2. Conceptual and Theoretical Perspectives on Governance.- 3. The Transformation of
Governance.- 4. Governance Beyond the State.- 5. Multi-level Governance.- 6. Metagovernance.- 7.
Populism and Participatory Modes of Governance.- 8. State Strength and Governing Capacity.9. Governance Past, Present and Future.- Postscript: How do We Study Governance?

About the author
JON PIERRE is Professor of Political Science, University of Gothenburg. B. GUY PETERS is
Maurice Falk Professor of Government, University of Pittsburgh.

Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
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Dimensions
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Language Rights
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Public Policy
2nd Edition
C. Knill, University of Konstanz, Germany; J. Tosun, University of Heidelberg, Germany

About the book
In this major new text, Christoph Knill and Jale Tosun provide an engaging introduction to
the theory and practice of public policy analysis and to the changing nature of the policy
process. The book examines the key approaches and methods of public policy analysis
and shows how these can inform public policy choices. It assesses the way various actors,
interests and institutions affect each stage of the policy process – including agenda-setting,
decision-making and implementation. The authors go on to explore core themes such as
policy change over time and policy variation across countries and sectors. Diverse real-world
examples – from alcohol control in Russia to environmental policy in Mexico – are included
throughout to illustrate the international and multilevel dimensions of public policy.
yy Provides a fully uptodate, comprehensive introduction to the changing
nature of the policy process and the real world of policy
yy Truly international in scope, taking full account of global and multilevel dimensions

Table of contents

ISBN
978-1-137-57329-2
Price
£ 31,99 | € 36,99
Series
Textbooks in Policy Studies
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK

1. Introduction.- 2. The Context for Policy Making.- 3. The Nature of Public Policies.- 4. Theoretical
Approaches to Policy Making.- 5. Problem Definition and Agenda Setting.- 6. Decision Making.- 7.
Implementation.- 8. Evaluation.- 9. Governance: A Synoptic Perspective on Policy Making.- 10. Public
Policies Beyond the Nation-State.- 11. Policy Change and Policy Convergence.- 12. Conclusions.

About the author
Christoph Knill is Chair of Comparative Public Policy and Administration at the University of
Konstanz, Germany. Jale Tosun is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of
Heidelberg, Germany.

Imprint
Red Globe Press
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Political Science and
International Relations
Publication Date
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Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
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The Age of Migration
International Population Movements in the Modern World
6th Edition
H. de Haas, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; S. Castles, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW,
Australia; M. J. Miller, University of Delaware, Newcastle, DE, USA

About the book
The seminal textbook in the field, this authoritative work offers a global perspective on the
nature of migration flows, why they occur, and their consequences for both origin and destination
societies. Chapters provide up-to-date descriptions and comparative analyses of major migration
regions in the North and South. The role of population movements in the formation of ethnic
minority groups is examined, as is the impact of growing ethnic diversity on economies, cultures,
and political institutions. Useful pedagogical features include accessible boxed examples, tables,
maps, and suggestions for further reading. The companion website features an online-only
chapter, additional case studies, links to relevant resources, and migration photos. This text is
the ideal companion for students of migration studies from the perspectives of disciplines as
wide ranging as Politics, Area Studies, Sociology, Anthropology, Law, Business and History.
yy The ‘go-to’ reference for anyone interested in international migration, offering a
comprehensive assessment of theories, patterns and policies of migration around the world
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978-1-352-00712-1
Price
£ 34,99 | € 39,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
559 pp
Dimensions
168 x 240 mm

yy A wide-ranging, interdisciplinary introduction
yy Strong empirical focus that charts contemporary trends in the movement of people
yy Wide geographical scope with extended coverage of the former
Soviet Union and Central Asia newly added
yy Written by the leading experts in the field
yy New chapter on the categories of migration to analyse migration
and policy based on categories that include forced, voluntary, labour,
student migrants as well as refugees and human trafficking

Table of contents
1. Introduction.- 2. Categories of Migration.- 3. Theories of Migration.- 4. How Migration
Transforms Societies.- 5. Migration and Development.- 6. International Migration Before 1945.- 7.
Migration in Europe.- 8. Migration in the Americas.- 9. Migration in the Asia-Pacific Region.10. Migration in African and the Middle East.- 11. The State, Politics and Migration.- 12. The
Evolution and Effectiveness of Migration Policies.- 13. Migrants and Minorities in the Labour
Force.- 14. New Ethnic Minorities and Society.- 15. Conclusion: Global Migration Futures.

About the author
Stephen Castles is Research Professor of Sociology, University of Sydney, Australia and
Associate Director at the International Migration Institute (IMI), University of Oxford, UK.
Hein de Haas is co-director of the International Migration Institute (IMI) of the University of
Oxford, UK and Honorary Professor in Migration and Development at Maastricht University,
Netherlands. Mark J. Miller is Emma Smith Morris Professor of Political Science and
International Relations, University of Delaware, USA.
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All Languages Rights Available
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Understanding Public Leadership
2nd Edition
P. 'T Hart, Universiteit Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands; L. Tummers, Utrecht School of
Governance, Utrecht, The Netherlands

About the book
A new edition of a popular textbook that provides a systematic and up-to-date introduction
to the different approaches to understanding leadership in the public sector. This text
draws together a wide range of enduring and cutting-edge scholarship to provide a clear
and concise overview of the area. Written by two of the field’s leading experts, it uses realworld case studies to unpack the dilemmas and complexities facing leaders in contemporary
democracies. Now streamlined to further help students navigate this widely debated area,
this is the ideal text for undergraduate and postgraduate modules on leadership on public
administration and management courses. Moreover, with its balance between theory and
applicability it is also a valuable resource for training courses for public sector professionals.
yy Comprehensive yet concisely written introduction to the various approaches to
public leadership, balancing scholarly coverage with accessible discussion
yy Uses global examples and case studies to unpack the
dilemmas and complexities that leaders face

ISBN
978-1-352-00745-9
Price
£ 33,99 | € 38,99
Series
The Public Management
and Leadership Series
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations

yy Streamlined chapter structures and improved pedagogical
features that are even more useful for students
yy A new co-author bringing added insights from organizational
science and quantitative methodologies
yy Revised to address the most up-to-date developments in
thinking about leadership in the 21st century

Table of contents
1. Introducing Public Leadership.- 2. Varieties of Public Leadership.- 3. Leadership
as Relational Work.- 4. Leading with Others.- 5. Leading in Time.- 6. Leading
in Change.- 7. Leading in Crises.- 8. Evaluating Public Leadership.

About the author
Paul 'T Hart is Professor of Public Administration at the Utrecht University School of
Governance, the Netherlands.; Lars Tummers is Professor of Public Management and
Behavior at Utrecht University School of Governance, the Netherlands.

Publication Date
September 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
184 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Understanding Public Policy
2nd Edition
P. Cairney, University of Stirling, Division of History and Politics, Stirling, UK

About the book
The fully revised second edition of this textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to theories
of public policy and policymaking. The policy process is complex: it contains hundreds of people
and organisations from various levels and types of government, from agencies, quasi- and nongovernmental organisations, to interest groups and the private and voluntary sectors. This book
sets out the major concepts and theories that are vital for making sense of the complexity of
public policy, and explores how to combine their insights when seeking to explain the policy
process. While a wide range of topics are covered – from multi-level governance and punctuated
equilibrium theory to ‘Multiple Streams’ analysis and feminist institutionalism – this engaging
text draws out the common themes among the variety of studies considered and tackles
three key questions: what is the story of each theory (or multiple theories); what does policy
theory tell us about issues like ‘evidence based policymaking’; and how are ‘universal’ policy
theories designed in the Global North? This book is the perfect companion for undergraduate
and postgraduate students studying public policy, whether focussed on theory, analysis or
the policy process, and it is essential reading for all those on MPP or MPM programmes.

ISBN
978-1-137-54518-3

yy Outstanding breadth of coverage of policy studies
yy Helps students engage with policy theories for the first time, with useful pedagogical
features including chapter aims, in-text definitions of key terms and boxes throughout
highlighting important themes and case studies from around the world

Price
£ 34,99 | € 39,99

yy Focuses on ‘evidence based policymaking‘

Series
Textbooks in Policy Studies

yy New sections on power, feminist institutionalism, the institutional analysis and development
framework, the narrative policy framework, social construction and policy design

Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press

yy Complemented by a series of blog posts and podcasts

yy A consideration of policy studies in relation to the Global
South in an updated concluding chapter

Table of contents

Main Discipline
Political Science and
International Relations

Preface.- 1. Introduction to Policy and Policymaking.- 2. What is Policy and Policymaking?.- 3. Power
and Public Policy.- 4. Bounded Rationality and the Psychology of Policymaking.- 5. Institutions and
New Institutionalism.- 6. Structures, Environments, and Complex Systems.- 7. Collective Action
Problems in Public Policy.- 8. Multi-level Governance and Multi-centric Policymaking.- 9. Punctuated
Equilibrium Theory.- 10. The Advocacy Coalition Framework.- 11. Ideas and ‘Multiple Streams’
Analysis.- 12. Policy Learning and Transfer.- 13. Conclusion: policy theory as accumulated wisdom.

Publication Date
October 2019

About the author

Format(s)
Paperback, EBook

Paul Cairney is Professor of Politics and Public Policy, University of Stirling, UK.
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Basic Statistics for Psychologists
2nd Edition
M. Brysbaert, Universiteit Gent, Ghent, Belgium

About the book
Written by an experienced teacher of statistics, the new edition of this accessible yet
authoritative textbook covers all areas of undergraduate statistics and provides a firm
foundation upon which students can build their own knowledge. Featuring new chapters on
Bayesian and multiple regression analysis, this book gives students a working understanding of
how to conduct reliable and methodical research using statistics. Brysbaert illustrates the key
concepts using examples from psychological research, with clear formulas and explanations
for calculations. With helpful chapter-by-chapter guidance for carrying out tests using
SPSS, as well as coverage of jamovi and JASP software, this book aims to develop students’
confidence in statistical analysis, and to take the fear out of the topic. It offers an easily
navigable layout filled with features that help learners to avoid common pitfalls and check
their understanding along the way. This engaging and informative guide is essential reading
for undergraduate psychology students taking courses in research methods and statistics.
yy A clear introduction to using statistics in psychological research
yy Visual step-by-step guidance to using SPSS for data sets

ISBN
978-1-137-60746-1
Price
£ 38,99 | € 44,99
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
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Psychology
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
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Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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yy Coverage of the key methods of statistical inference, and how
to interpret the results of various statistical tests
yy A thorough yet easy-to-follow presentation of the mathematics
needed for data analysis and research design
yy Chapters on Bayesian analysis, mixed-effects models, and multiple regression analysis
yy Coverage of jamovi and JASP, two free statistical packages

Table of contents
1. Using statistics in psychology research.- 2. Summarising data using the frequency distribution.3. Summarising data using measures of central tendency.- 4. Summarising data using measures
of variability.- 5. Standardised scores, normal distribution and probability.- 6. Using the t-test
to measure the difference between independent groups.- 7. Interpreting the results of a
statistical test: The traditional approach.- 8. Interpreting the results of a statistical test: The
Bayesian approach.- 9. Non-parametric tests of difference between independent groups.- 10.
Using the t-test to measure change in related samples.- 11. Non-parametric tests to measure
changes in related samples.- 12. Improving predictions through the Pearson correlation
coefficient.- 13. Improving predictions through non-parametric tests.- 14. Using analysis of
variance as an extension of t-tests.- 15. Using analysis of variance for designs with more than
one independent variable.- 16. More than one predictor in correlational studies: Multiple
regression.- 17. More than one observation per condition per participant: Mixed-effects analysis.

About the author
MARC BRYSBAERT is currently Research Professor of Psychology at Ghent University,
Belgium. Previously he was Professor of Psychology at Royal Holloway, University of London,
where he taught both statistics and research methods. Marc has extensive publishing
experience and has written the market-leading book on ‘Conceptual and Historical Issues in
Psychology‘, published by Pearson, as well as a Dutch Handbook of Psychology, and more.
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Social Psychology
2nd Edition
R. Sutton, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK; K. Douglas, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK

About the book
The eagerly anticipated second edition of this popular textbook captures the excitement and
relevance to everyday life of the fascinating and fast-moving field of social psychology. This
book is a comprehensive and lively guide to the subject that extensively reappraises classic
studies, highlights cutting-edge areas of research and provides fascinating examples of how
social psychological theory and research apply to a wide range of real-world issues such as
fake news, internet addiction and cyberbullying. Innovative interactive features, including
‘exploring further’ activities, ‘applying social psychology’ exercises and ‘student project
spotlights‘, place the student experience at the heart of this book. Its engaging and inclusive
approach helps students to develop a strong and nuanced understanding of key topics in social
psychology and also encourages broader skills that will help not only in their studies but their
future careers. This is an ideal textbook for undergraduate Social Psychology students.
yy Covers a wide range of perspectives on key topics, demonstrating that social
psychology is a fast-moving discipline with gaps in research yet to be filled.
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Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
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Publication Date
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Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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yy International examples of social psychological research that will
help students place the discipline in a global context.
yy Learning features such as ‘Social Psychology in the Real World‘, ‘Applying
Social Psychology‘, ‘Exploring Further’ and ‘Time to Reflect’ that help students
delve into social psychology in the context of everyday issues.
yy A ‘Social psychology and you’ chapter dedicated to the overarching principles
of social psychology that can be applied not only to students’ studies but
in their future lives, as well as broader skills and problem-solving tools
that students can expect to develop from studying this subject.
yy Comprehensive, free accompanying digital resources including
a test bank, PowerPoint slides and author videos.
yy Thoroughly revised to highlight the most up-to-date research in the discipline
and re-appraise classic studies, theories and perspectives on topics such as
obedience, bystander intervention and the Stanford Prison Experiment.

Table of contents
1. The discipline of social psychology.- PART 1: THINKING AND FEELING.- 2. The social self:
understanding ourselves.- 3. The social perceiver: understanding the social world.- 4. The social
judge: attitudes, emotions and behaviour.- PART 2: RELATING.- 5. Communication.- 6. Persuasion.7. Close relationships.- PART 3: BELONGING.- 8. The social group.- 9. Social influence.- 10. Group
behaviour.- 11. Intergroup relations.- PART 4: APPLYING.- 12. Improving intergroup relations.- 13.
Understanding and controlling aggression.- 14. Altruism and justice.- 15. Social psychology and you.

About the author
ROBBIE SUTTON is Professor of Social Psychology at the University of Kent. He has
published extensively on topics such as justice, inequality, gender and sexism, causal
explanation, and attitudes to science. He has been Associate Editor for the Journal of
Experimental Social Psychology and the British Journal of Social Psychology, and has served
on the editorial boards of the European Journal of Social Psychology and the Journal of
Language and Social Psychology. With Matthew Hornsey and Karen Douglas, Robbie edited
Feedback: The Communication of Praise, Criticism and Advice. He is a Fellow of both the
Society of Experimental Social Psychology and the Association for Psychological Science.;
KAREN DOUGLAS is a Professor of Social Psychology at the University of Kent. Her
research primarily focuses on the psychology of conspiracy theories. She also studies the
effects of communication technology on social interaction. Karen has been Co-Editor of
the British Journal of Social Psychology, and an Associate Editor for the European Journal of
Social Psychology, Social Psychology, the British Journal of Social Psychology and Personality
and Social Psychology Bulletin. She is a Fellow of both the Society of Experimental Social
Psychology and the Association for Psychological Science.
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Building Strong Communities
Guidelines on empowering the grass roots
S. Skinner, Leeds, UK

About the book
Developing Stronger Communities is an introductory textbook that provides guidelines,
frameworks and a range of approaches to help plan and implement effective community
engagement and build community strengths. In particular, it presents a model of capacity
building that can inform both practice and policy, with material on how public services can
build their own capacity to engage with and support communities more effectively. This
is key reading for any one taking a Community Studies, Youth and Community, or Social
Work programme, or anyone working to build and develop stronger communities.
yy Building strong communities has become a key area of both policy and practice
yy A concise and pragmatic introduction to working with and developing communities.
yy Includes short case studies and examples of good practice. Each chapter also includes a
summary of the main arguments, and a set of questions to promote further study and debate.

Table of contents

ISBN
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Price
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Publisher
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Imprint
Red Globe Press

1. Strong Communities.- 2. Building Skills.- 3. Building Organisations.- 4.
Building Involvement.- 5. Building Equality.- 6. A partnership approach.

About the author
Steve Skinner CIPD, MA, CQSW, is the Director of Steve Skinner Associates Ltd, a wellestablished consultancy working nationally. He has taught part time at Leeds Beckett
University in Managing in the Community and was formerly Director of Community
Engagement at the University of Bradford. He is an Associate of the Local Government
Information Unit, a national network of local authorities, where over eight years, he
has designed and delivered a programme of seminars held in London and the regions on
leadership and stronger communities.
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Publication Date
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Mental Health and Wellbeing
Intercultural Perspectives
C. Watters, The University of Sussex, BRIGHTON, UK

About the book
Mental Health and Wellbeing is a timely new book that explores these increasingly important
subjects from an intercultural perspective. This is essential reading for anyone studying
or working in mental health at this time of unprecedented levels of human migration and
when mutual understanding of diverse cultural perspectives is of vital importance.
yy Topical textbook which addresses some of the most
pressing issues facing the caring professions
yy Includes discussion of topics such as mindfulness,
shamanism and systemic family constellations
yy Explores a global perspective

Table of contents

ISBN
978-1-137-61022-5

Introduction: The changing environment of mental health and wellbeing.- Part I: Intercultural
perspectives on mental health and wellbeing.- 1. Migration, mobility and wellbeing.- 2. Cultural
diversity, mental health and wellbeing.- 3. Mental health and wellbeing of refugees.- 4. Religion,
spirituality and wellbeing.- 5. Collective and cultural sources of wellbeing.- Part II: The Impact of
Intercultural Modalities on Services.- 6. Mindfulness.- 7. Shamanism.- 8. Prayer.- 9. New Paradigms
in Family Based Approaches.- Part III: Emerging Paradigms in Mental Health and Wellbeing.

Price
£ 24,99 | € 28,99

About the author

Series
Foundations of Mental Health Practice

Charles Watters is Professor of Wellbeing and Social Care at the Centre for Innovation and
Research in Wellbeing (University of Sussex) and Editor-in-Chief, International Journal of
Migration, Health and Social Care.

Publisher
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Imprint
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Publication Date
October 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
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Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Queer Theory Now
From Foundations to Futures
H. McCann, University of Melbourne, School of Social and Political Sciences, Melbourne, VIC,
Australia; W. Monaghan, Monash University, Melbourne VIC, Australia

About the book
This short textbook provides an introduction to queer theory, exploring its key genealogies
and terms as well as its application across various academic disciplines and to contemporary
life more generally. The authors engage with a wide range of developments in queer theory
thinking including discussions of identity politics, transgender theory, intersectionality,
post-colonial theory, Indigenous studies, disability studies, affect theory, and more. In
offering an updated reflection on the present tensions that queer theory must negotiate,
as well as its unfolding future(s), Queer Theory Now is an ideal resource for anyone
starting out on their queer theory journey; for students who want to get a grasp of the
basic concepts, for teachers looking for a textbook for their queer theory course, or for
scholars who want a quick go-to resource for key queer theory ideas and terms.
yy Comprehensive overview of queer theory – where it has been and where it is going
yy Historically-informed approach to understanding queer theory – in
particular, the book focuses on how activism has shaped theory
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Format(s)
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yy Difficult theory made easy to understand – key terms, concepts, debates and
applications of queer theory are all clearly outline to assist students
yy Teacher friendly – includes questions for classroom
environments, and suggested films for each chapter.

Table of contents
1. Defining Queer Theory.- 2. From Pathology to Pride.- 3. Sexuality and
Feminism.- 4. AIDS and Acting Up.- 5. Outing the Closet.- 6. Theory Meets
Identity.- 7. Negotiating Intersections.- 8. Temporality and Queer Utopias.

About the author
Hannah McCann is a Lecturer in Cultural Studies at the University of Melbourne, Australia.
Her research sits within critical femininity studies, and explores femme identity, beauty
culture, and queer fandom. She is the author of Queering Femininity: Sexuality, Feminism and
the Politics of Presentation (Routledge, 2018).; Whitney Monaghan is an Assistant Lecturer
in Film and Screen Studies at Monash University, Australia. She has a background in screen,
media and cultural studies and her research examines queer representation on screen. She
is the author of Queer Girls, Temporality and Screen Media: Not ‘Just a Phase’ (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2016).

Page Count
220 pp
Dimensions
148 x 210 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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Supervision for Mental Health Care

P. Cassedy, The University of Nottingham, UK; M. Anderson, UK Council for Psychotherapy,
UK

About the book
Supervision has been a major component of initial training and an important element for
professional development in the very wide field of Mental Healthcare. Part of the Foundation
of Mental Health Practice series, this new book guides the student through the supervision
process and enables them to get the most out of it and improve their practice.
yy The only book written specifically for supervisees
yy Broad appeal across a large number of mental health courses
yy Written by a leading academic and a leading private practitioner

Table of contents
1. An Introduction to Supervision.- 2. Understanding the Functions of Supervision.- 3. What to
Cover and Prepare for in the First Meeting.- 4. An Introduction to Reflective Practice.- 5. Group
Supervision.- Supervision Anxiety.- 6. Creative Supervision.- 7. Ethical issues for the Supervisee.

ISBN
978-1-352-00755-8

About the author
Paul Cassedy is Mental Health Lecturer at the University of Nottingham, UK; Maureen
Anderson is a U.K.C.P. registered Integrative Psychotherapist and Clinical Supervisor

Price
£ 24,99 | € 29,99
Series
Foundations of Mental Health Practice
Publisher
Macmillan Education UK
Imprint
Red Globe Press
Main Discipline
Social Sciences
Publication Date
November 2019
Format(s)
Paperback, EBook
Page Count
173 pp
Dimensions
155 x 235 mm
Language Rights
All Languages Rights Available
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